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DEVELOPMENTOF AN ORTHOTROPICHOLEELEMENT
by
C. V. Smith
J. W. Markham
J. W. Kelley
K. Kathiresan
SUMMARY
The objective of this contract wasto develop and implementa finite element which
adequately representsthe state of stressin the regionarounda circular hole in
orthotroplc material experiencingreasonablygeneral loading. Thishasbeen achieved
through a complementaryvirtual work formulationof the stiffnessandstressmatrices
for a squareelementwlth center circular hole, with implementationin the NASTRAN
computerprogram. Thls report discussesthe theoretical foundationsof the develop-
ment, describesthe useof NASTRAN to obtain solutions, andpresentssample
problemresultsto demonstratethe performanceof the hole element.
Consultant, AssociateProfessor,Schoolof Aerospace Engineeringt
Georgia Instituteof Technology. This report carries no endorsement
by Georgia Instituteof Technology.
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INTRODUCTION
In present flight vehicle structures, and far sometime into the future, mechanical
fastening is expected to be the most used joining methed, so that connection details
contain many circular holes. Theseconnections are subjected to very general external
Ioadingst with the additional complications of load transfer through fasteners in the holes
and increasing useof nonisotropic material in the connection. The resulting local stress
state in the neighborhood of each hole is very complex, with stresslevels and gradients
higher than those found in most regions away from the holes. Despite these complexitiest
the high stressesrequire that an accurate evaluation of the local stressesaround each
hole be obtained to achieve an adequate estimate of performance of the joint, as
measuredby fatigue and fracture mechanics analyses. As usual_ the analyst is in the
unenviable position of needing the best results in the regions of greatest complexity.
One method to determine the stresses, through analytical solutions_ would appear to
give those desired results; but this procedure can be discarded for all practical purposes.
The list of available solutions is not adequate, and there is little hope that the list can
ever be expanded to include all possibilities of interest.
The finite element method is a very effective way to treat problemswith complex
geometry, materialt and Ioadingt but the useof conventional finite elements is not
efficient in applications involving fastener holes. Becauseof the complexity of
the stressstate and the high stressgradients_ an excessive number of elements must be
used in the neighborhood of each hole. This increases the cost of even one solution
for a specified geometry and Ioading_ and makes it very expensive to perform the
multiple solutions with varying geometry and loading which are normally required in
design.
What is required is an efficient special purposefinite element which provides a
sufficiently accurate representation of local stresseswithout the need for many
x
conventional elements. Thishas previouslybeen donefor isotroplc material
([8_], Eg_, [10_ ), and this report presentsthe extensionto orthotropic material.
Complementaryvirtual work conceptsare usedto developthe stiffnessand stress
matricesFora squareelementwith a center circular hole. Thereport presentsthe
necessarytheoretical backgroundfor the developmentand then presentssample
problemresultsobtained throughimplementationinto the NASTRAN computer
program.
* Numbersin bracketsdenotereferencenumbers.
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SECTION1
THEORETICALBASISFORDERIVATIONOF THESTIFFNESSMATRIX
1.1 STATEMENTOF'THE PROBLEM
The finite element is consideredto be a thin plate in a state of plane stresswith
displacements on the external boundary specified soas to insure displacement con-
tinuity with adjacent finite elements (see Figure 1). Conditions on the inner boundary
will be specified in a later section.
The variables of primary interest are the stressesbecause these quantities are
neededfor studies in fatigue and fracture. Thereforet it wasdecided to seek a solu-
tion to the problem througha complementary work formulation which gives the desired
stressesdirectly with no need for differentiations of displacements with subsequent loss
of accuracy.
1.2 STATEMENTOF-THE PRINCIPLEOF COMPLEMENTARYVIRTUALWORK
The complementary virtual work (CVW) can be expressedas follows:
CVW--t!AL6,JI_/dA- t_A _F](uldA-!s I_T] lu/ds- t_, _TJ {aids (1)
where t = thicknessof hole element_ assumedconstant
A = area of hole element
Su = that portion of the boundary over which displacements are specified_
consisting of the outer boundary plus portions of the inner boundary
as appropriate
S. = that portion of the boundary over which tractions are specifledt
consisting of portions of the inner boundary as appropriate
L _y 0'xyJT=columnof strainsin the real state
u = u u = column of displacements in the real stateX
u specifieddisplacementson the Su
bd= stresses in the virtual state
1
external Y
boundary-_ l
inner
boundary
Figure 1. Finite Element
L Fx%= oFbodyorces,nthev,r,uo,state
18TI=18"_ 8"_I = row of surfacetractions in the vlrtuaJ state, actingI..I X yl
on element of boundary with normal n.
The virtual state mustsatisfy the following admissibility requirements:
a) stressesand bodyforces satisfy the equationsof equilibrium in the
finite element domain:
_8_ _ST
x +Yx+SF =0
ax By x
_8_ _Sr
xy+.__.Z_+OF =0 (2)
8x 8 y y
8r - 8r = 0
xy yx
b) stressesand surfacetractions satisfy the equations
n
6T =8'r n -f._r n
x x x yx y (3)
n
8T = 8_' n 4- 8'1" ny xy x y y
where n , n = componentsof unit outer normalat a point on the plate boundary.
x y
Thereal state mustmeet the following requirements:
a) the strainsand stressesare related by constitutiveequationswhich can be
written in the form
{1.} k,rx yJT = columnof stressesln the reai statewhere = 1" 1"xY
C]= array of material coefficients
3
b) the stressesmustsatisfyequationsof equilibrium in the finite element
domain:
8T 8'/"
___x + yx =0
8x 8y
8.'/" 8T
xy+._.Z_ =0 (5)
8x 8y •
r -I" :0
xy yx
with bodyforces neglected.
c) onthe boundarySr , thestressesandthespecifiedtractionsmustbe
relatedasfollows:
n
T :T n +T n
x x x yx y (6)
n
T =T n +T n
y xy x y y
Note that all admissiblereal statescan be describedas stressstateswhich satisfy
equilibrium in the domain and traction boundary conditions.
The principle of complementaryvirtual work can be stated as follows. If a particular
real state can be found for which the complementary virtual work vanishes for every
admissible v irtua I state, then that particu lar tea I state wil I also satisfy compatibi I ity
requirements in the interior and displacement boundary conditions. Therefore, this
particular real state satisfies all the requirementsfor a solution to the given problem
and is, indeed, the solution.
The expressionfor complementaryvirtual work, as given in Equation(1), can be
simplified by consideringonly thosevirtual statesfor which
kSF] :L0] in the domain
and LST]= L0J on the boundaryST.
4
Theseadditional admlssibility requirementsare not necessary,but they do serveto
reduce the complexity of the solutionprocess. With thesesimplifications, the comple-
mentaryvirtual work can be calculated as follows:
cvw =t!A LsTJI' t ds (7)u
which is the form to be usedin the derivations which follow.
t _,
For future use, note from Equation (7) that if real displacements _u} exist for which
fu L6TJ, {u}ds=0 Forevery admissiblebTJ, then it follows that''the associated real
strains _ mustbe identically zero in the domain.
1.3 USEOF COMPLEMENTARYVIRTUALWORK IN APPROXIMATIONS
For problemswith no available exact solutlon, the principle of complementaryvirtual
work can be usedto achieve an approximatesolution. Forthe real state, begin with
a family of admissiblestressesin the form
/_'(x, y)} = {_'p(X, y)}+ EA (x, y)] {/3} (8)
3xl 3xl 3xN Nxl
I _ denotesa stressstate which satisfies thewhere _p /
equilibrium equations (including body forces
if applicable) and all nonhornogeneousboundary
conditions on SI"
1/3/ denotesa columnof N as-yet unknowncoefficients
and [.4.]{_} denotesa family of stressstateswhich satlsfy
equilibriumequationswith no bodyforces and
homogeneousboundaryconditionson all of S
Therefore, each column of LAJ representsan admisslble stressstate; and Equation (8)
admlssible stressstate Forarbitrary valuesof the N coefficlentst/31.representsan
Note that any known features of the real state stresses,such as satisfaction of symmetry
condltlons, can be included in the functions whlch constltute the elements of array[,,
The real strainsare nowdeterminedby.substitutinginto Equation(4).
To complete the specification of the real state, the displacementson S are assumedu
in the form
2x 1 2xF Fxl
where lq Idenotes the generalized displacementson Su;there are F degreesof
.th
freedom. Therefore, the , column of I_'] representsboundary displacements
associated with a unit value of the i th degree of freedom; and by assumption,
Equation (10)isa sufficiently accurate representationof the specified Iu}on SU.
The virtual state is specified by
3xl 3x N N x 1
If Equation (3) is written in the form
2xl 2x3 3xl
then {_ST/= IN] IA_lal
6
Everythingisnowknownfor substitutioninto Equation(7) for the complementary
virtualwork.
cw-bJIi_E_]Ec]k_l_l.I_E_lmEcl[_l_ /_t
Nxl Nx3 3x3 3x 1
NxN Nx3 3x3 3xN
NxF Nx2 2xF
Therefore,Cvw:LaJll,Spl + [H]t_I-EG]I_ I (16)
Now, within the approximation of Equation (11), every virtual state is described
setof values for coefficients/a/. Therefore, if the CVW is to vanishforby a
every admissiblevirtual state, it follows that
I_,}+[.]I_}-[°]I_}:{°I c,_
The valuesof/3 are determined from
M:["]-'[_]N-R-'I_,} c,_
7
With _/3_known from Equation (18), the solution for the real stressstate is found%/
from substitution into Equation (8).
Note that when the.material constantmatrix IC] is positive definite, then in the
real state
k_'J[c]I'rt _- 0 foreverylT 1 •
If the stressstate is chosen as11"I= [AI//3!, then it follows that
L/3J[A] T [C] [A] I/3} -_O for every 1/3} •
Therefore, the integrand in Equation (14) is positive definite, which meansthat the
--/HIis positive definite This guaranteesthe existence of rH1-1array . , so that the
L .,J
solution in Equation(18) exists.
 .40BS[RVATIO.SO.T.EAR A¥G
In Equation (11), it was not necessary to assumethat the virtual stressstate 16_'/has
the samespatial distribution [.4. (x, y)] as wasassumedfor the homogeneousreal stress
state. Furthermore, it was not necessaryto assumethat the numberof coefficients lal
equals the number of coefficients/8/ in the real state. However, if the CVW is expressed
by the simplified form in Equation (7), then the number of coefficients/al must equal the
numberof coefficients//3/. Also, the virtual state stressesmustsatisfy homogeneous
equilibrium equations and give zero traction values on the boundary S.; but these are
exactly the admissibility requirements for the homogeneousreal stresses,so the virtual
and homogeneousreal stressesmight aswell be assumedto have the samespatial distribution.
The external work, 8We, doneby the virtual state surface tractions moving through the
real state boundary displacements is given by
uk0 JIu}
wherethere is nocontribution fromSr becauseLSTJ=L0_lonsr. SubstituteEquations(10)
and (12) into Equation(19):
U
Then substituteEquation(15) to conclude
FromEquation(20)it follows that the Gij element in array IGI (the element in the
.th jthI row and column)representsthe boundarywork doneby the virtual tractions
associatedwith coefficient a. movingthroughthe real displacementsassociatedwith
__j. Array LjIG! will be called the boundary work array,
Becausethe virtual state stressesatisfy homogeneousequationsof equilibrium, it
follows that the virtual boundarytractions evaluated from Equation(3) will be self-
equilibrating. Furthermore,becausethe virtual stressesatisfy homogeneoustraction
boundaryconditionson Sr , it follows that the non-zero virtual tractionson Su must
be self-equilibrating. Therefore_ the external work 8We, as expressedin Equation(20),
shouldbe zero if andonly if the real displacementslq t representa rigid bodymotionof
the S boundary;and this mustbe true for every admissiblevirtual stressstate (foru
Lajevery ). Theserequirementsprovide checkson the formation of the LGj array and
provide guidan_._e in the selection of the ¢lrrays LT J and L_ J which are used to derive LGJ
through Equation(15).
1.5 REQUIREMENTS'ON THEASSUMEDBOUNDARY DISPLACEMENTS
{ } ,n termsEquation(10) expressesthe displacementsu at any polnt on the boundary Su
of the specified degreesof freedom{_ ! . If the external work 8We is to vanishfor a
rigid body motlon_then obviously there is a requirementthat Equation(10) mustinclude
mo,,on  eno,e d,  , emont
Then if/q!=/q/RB___- - is substitutedinto Equatlon(10) , the resulting{u/must represent
rigid body motion everywhereon Su. That is,
which places requirementson the elementsin the array {_'!"
1.6 REQUIREMENTSONTHE NUMBEROF STRESSCOEFFICIENTS
Becausethe work 6We, as.given in Equation (20), mustvanish for every virtual stress
state moving through real state rigid body motions, it follows that as a necessary
condition
[o]l I--10}
NxF Fxl Nxl
should be satisfied only by displacements/_/R B which are derived from true rigid body
motions of the boundary S • That is, Equation (22) should be satlsfled by rlgld bodyu
{'q} and should not be satisfied by any non-rigid body {q}.
Equation (15) showsthat the array [G] has N rowsand F columns, where N is the
number of stresscoefficients and F is the number of S boundary degreesof freedomu
in Equation (10). Let R denote the numberof rigid body degreesof freedom which
are consistent with any special features (such assymmetry conditions) included in the
elements of array [_' (x, y)] and which cause non-zero displacementson Su. (Note
that there might be a rlgld body degree of freedom whicl_ causeszero displacements
on Su. The resultingl_}RB _{0/will certainly give 8We = 0 from Equatlon(20) but
thisprovidesvery little informationas a check on the array [G1 .)
N
Now, because there exist only R true rigid body motions, it follows that the most
general nontrivial solution forlq I in Equation (22)must contain R" independent
constants. If the R constants are selected to be R" componentsof/_}, it follows that
it mustbe possible to solve Equation (22) for the remaining (F-R) componentsin terms
of the R" rigid body components. Fromthis it follows that the rank of [G], denoted{o]by rank , mustbe equal to (F-R).
10
rank FG1 > (F-R--), then it would be possibleto solve Equation (22) for morethanIf
(F-R-)componentsexpressedin termsof less than R" independent constants. Thls
would mean fewer than R" rigid body motions, which meansthat someof the true
rigid body modeshave been suppressed. If the structure were to experience the
suppressedrigid body motion, there would be non-zero 8We and non-zero stresses
from Equation (!8),,_ Thbspossibility will. not occur wit h self-eqo:ilibrating tractions.
If rank [G1 < (F-R'-),then it would be possible to solve Equation (22) for less than (F-R-)
componentsexpressedin termsof more than R" independent constants. This would
meanmore than R" rigid body motions, which meansthat spuriousrigid body modes
have been introduced into the system, if the structure experiences a spuriousrigid
body motion, there will be zero 8We and zero stresseseven though the imposeddis-
placements are actually not rigid body. This is bad and should be avoided.
The requirement that rank [G1 = (F-R--)imposesthe obvious requirement that N_ (F-'R'),
for if N < (F-R--)then it is impossible to have rank IG] = (F-'R'). Note that there is no
theoretical objection to N > (F-R-)provided that all N equations in Equation (22)
are satisfied by the rigid body displacements !_/R B (this is guaranteed since the virtual
stressstates are self-equillbratlng).
In order to develop additional requirements on the choice of stresscoefficients, consider
the array k'qJ in the partitioned form
lxF lx(F-S)' lxS
where k_Rd now denotesany set of generalized displacementson Su selected so that
k'qRB]- L0_is sufficient to suppressall true rigid body motion. Clearly, there is a
of elements in the i_ BJ array is not unique.
requirement that S_-R'-;but the choice R
Consistent with the partitioning of kqJ , partition array IG] .n the form
( (24)
N x F N x (F-S) N x S
11
and if the true rigid body motions are suppressed by setting---.l_Rd- LOJ' '"'_ ,h.
external work 8We shouldvanish.
OWe--LoJ[_,]I_,}-o
This mustbe true for every La], which requires
[_,] I_,l -I°} , (25)
Nx(F-S) (F-S) xl Nxl
Becausetrue rigid body motion hasbeensuppressed,Equation(25) shouldbe satisfied
the trivial solution_1, _= _0,_" Therefore, it follows that the rank ofly byon arrayI" "1 i,- ,RI
io,.l mustequal to (F-S), for supposerank loll< (F-S), sayrank lo,i;_. Then
it wouldbe possibleto considera virtual stressstate consistingof the properchoice
of M independentstressstates, denotedby Lad, such that
OWe:LOlj [ o,] { _i}
I x M M x (F-S) (F-S) x 1
wo_,_oo,.h_o_,_0_I°11°°_oon,_,v,o,t l"_h,.,n_,_a,e_ex,. noeo,a
spuriousrigid body motion, which is to be avoided.
In summary,the numberof independentstressstates in the virtual stressstate must
first be sufficient to give N _- (F--I_). Then it is necessaryto insurethat rank [G] =(F-R-).
Finally, it is necessaryto insurerankS1] = (F-S), and this mustbe true for every choice
ofL_RB] _nE_oa.ooC23_
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1.7 TREATMENTOF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
As described earlier, the domain boundary consistsof two parts - an S portion overu
which displacements are specified and an Sr portion over which tractions are specified.
in a complementary virtual work formulation, the requirements on the $7. boundary,
Equation (6)t imposerequirements on the admissible stressstates, Equation (8). If these
requirements can be exactly satisfied, then a true complementary virtual work approxi-
mate solution can be achieved.
However, there may be problemsfor which it is too difficult to achieve satisfactionof
all the ST constraints. Or it might be desiredto generalize the formulation in order
to achieve resultswhich couldbe adapted to different setsof Sr conditions. Forwhat-
ever the reason, in Equation(1), all or part of the S,/.boundarycan be converted to Su
boundary. The effect of this is to increasethe numberof displacementdegreesof
freedomon Su; that is, the magnitudeof F in Equation(10) is increased. This modified
problem can then be solvedby complementaryvirtual work. The final stressesfor the
modifiedproblemwill be functionsof the additional degreesof freedom, and these
additional freedomscan finally be selected to imposesomemeasureof satisfaction of
the original requirementson theoriginal S_.surface.
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SECTION2
DEVELOPMENTOF THEASSUMEDSTRESSTATES
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In Section1 it isshownthat a complementaryvirtual work solutionrequiresa
stressstate which satisfiesequationsof equilibrium in the domainand traction boundary
conditionson the ST portionof the boundary. For the finite elementshownin Figure 1,
the exterior boundaryis an S boundarybecauseall displacementsare specified tou
guaranteeadjacentelementcontinuity; therefore, thereare no requirementson the
stressstate evaluatedat the exterior boundary.
The nature of the inner, or hole, boundarywill dependupon the particular problemof
interest. The inner boundary will be completely Sr for an open hole. If the hole is
to be filled with other finite elements and complete adjacent element continuity is
required then the inner boundary will be completely S in the complementary work solu-
€ U
tion for the hole element. If the hole is to be filled with a fastener and if there is load
transfer with separation between fastener and hole boundary, then part of the boundary
might be completely S and part will be completely S . Or if the hole is to be filledu "/"
with a fastener and if friction between fastener and hole boundary is ignored, then all
or part of the boundary will be Su with respect to the radial direction (continuity of
radial displacement between hole boundary and fastener) but St. with respect to tangential
direction (zero shearstresson the hole boundary).
The most general hole boundary conditions would be completely Su. Then any Sr
conditions could be satisfied by using the procedure discussedin Section 1.7.
However, all intended applications of this finite element will have zero shear stresson
the hole boundary (either open hole or friction free fastener); and for these problems, a
moreaccurate approximate solution should be obtained by requiring that the assumedstress
states glve exactly zero shearon the inner boundary. Therefore, this ST boundary condition
is imposedon the solution which follows.
Becausethe hole boundary is circular, the S,/.boundary condition can be mosteasily
expressedthrough the useof polar coordinates. Therefore, in what follows, the domain
14
will be describedby polar coordinateswith origin at the centerof the circular hole
boundary(see Figure 1); and the stressstate will be expressedin polar components.
2.2 THEMOSTGENERALPERIODICSTRESSTATE
In polar coordinates, the equations of equilibriumfor plane stressand no body forces
are [1 ,p.66]
"rr+ I B'/'reI ('rr_'r8= 0_._ r _e +r
(26)
I B're B'rre 2"rre
-_+ _+ -0
r _e Br r
Theseequationsare satisfied ifthe stresscomponentsare defined as follows interms
of a stressfunction €_:
= 1 ____+ 1 B2_
"rr r Br _
r Be 2
B2_
"re- 67 (27)
_ B I B_
're -- (T
Begin the developmentof the assumedstressstate by recognizing that the stresses
mustbe periodic in e in order to provide traction continuity acrossinterior surfaces
in the domaln. Since any periodic function can be expanded in a Fourier series, it
follows that the shearstress,"/'re ' can be written in the form
GO
Tre(r,e)=f(r)+ _" [an(r) cosne+bn(r)sinne]n=l
15
From this it follows that the stressfunction, q_, has the form
o0
_(r,e)=_rF(r)le+rG(e)+H(r)+ _ [An(r) cosne+B (r) sinn0]
n-'l n
d2
Then 'rE)= e _ (r F) + (periodicterms)dr2
and since 're mustbe periodic, it follows that
d2 (rF)=0
dr2
I
whichgives F(r)= C1+ C2 r
= 1 //d2G e/ + (periodicterms),fromwhich it canbe concludedthatNowq"r rL7 +G +C1
CO
d2G---_(e)+G(e)+C le=C 3+ _,, (an cosne+bnslnne)
de2 n = 1
Fromthis it can be shownthat
1 1
G(e) =- C1 e +c 3 +c 4 cose +c 5 sin e + _.a1 esine- _.b1 ecose
CO
_,, (a cosn e n
1
+ b sinm
2 n n
n -1
n=2
Finally, it can be shownthat the mostgeneral stressfunction which provides periodic
stressescan be written as
16
_(r,e)= H(r)+ D18 + D2.rBsine+ D3recose
0o
n--1
Note that this stressfunction is valid for any material becausethe expressionhas
been derived only fromequilibrium considerations.
2.3 RESULTANTFORCESON THECIRCULARBOUNDARY
and areBasedon Equations(27) and (28), the stresscomponentsr r 7"re
1 dH 2 cose 2 sin e
"rr r "_r + D2 D3r r
_. dAn n dBn n+ _ -72-An cosne+ dr 2 Bn slnn (29)
r r
n=l
'/'re = D1 7 + n (r An ) sin n e- _ (r Bn)cos n (30)
r
n=l
Thesestresses,acting on the hole boundary with radius of R, have a resultant force
with componentsas follows (see Figure2)
r.2_'
Fx= Jn (reslne-_'rcose)Rde
(31)
2rr
---foFy (*rr sin e + */'recos e) Rde
17
YFigure 2. Tractions on the Hole Boundary
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SubstitutingEquations(29) and (30) into Equation(31) gives the results
Fx = - 2 _'D2 , Fy = 2 _'D3 (32)
Note that theresultsshownin Equation(32)are independentof themagnitudeof R.
2.4 SATISFACTION OF TRACTION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The traction boundary condition requires that "rre = 0 for every value of e at r = R.
From Equation (30) it follows that
D1 =0
d 1An) d(1Bn)at r=R, _( =0, =0, n=1,2, .... (33)
The constant DI must be discarded; but the functions A (r) and B (r) are as yetn n
unspecified, subject only to the requirements of Equation (33).
It can be shownthat if Equation (33) is satisfied, then the resultant force components
are still given by Equation(32).
2.5 ORTHOTROPIC STRESS-STRAINRELATIONS IN POLARCOORDINATES
The finite element is constructed of a linearly elastic, orthotropic material with
principal axes of orthotropy in the x, y coordinate directions. If initial stressesand
strains and thermal strains are neglected, the stress-strain law in its mostsimple form is
-×---Y-Y0E E
x y
,= yx o ,= (34)E E x
x y
10 0 G
xyB
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V /,/
with xy_ yxE E
y x
Note the order of subscriptsin the definitionsof the Poisson_sratios.
Becausethe stressesandstrainswill be specifiedin polar coordinates_it is useful to
transformthe stress-strainrelations 10polar coordinates. Beginwith the transforma-
tionsof stressandstmin_ as follows E1, p.67]:
X Xlr
I cos2e sln2e sine cose 1where IT] = sin2e cos2e -sin ecose (36)
L-2sln e cose 2slnecose cos2e- sin2ej
ThenYre '/'rt
Thedesiredmaterial propertymatrix is ICrel , which has the following form:
2O
whereC1-_._-2 +J
y y
c2--_+1+2+1
"Y y
(39)
C3= g
C4= _ +_+2 -y
1 1 0 0 -_
andJc_eJ= 1 1 = - 0 (40)
0 0 0 0
[co 2oo -,,n201= (41)
L-sln2e -sin29
cos48 -cos4e -2sin4el
It:el= i-oo,4eco,4e 2sin4e I (42)
k-2sin48 2sin48 -4cos46J
If the [Ce]arrayiswritteninthef°rmr
C12 C131/
Lc31 c32 caaJ
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then Cll = C1 +C3cos2e+C4cos4e
C22 = C1 - C3 cos 2e + C4 cos4e
C33 = C2 _C44COs4e (44)1
C21 = C12=C 1-_C 2-C 4cos48
C31 = C13=-C3sin2e- C4 2 sin4e
C32 = C23 = -C 3 sin 2e + c 4 2 sin 4e
For posslbleuse, Equation(39) can be inverted to give
1
_- = C1 +C 3 +C 4
x
1
_- = C1-C3+C4
y (45)
v 1
= -C 1 + _C 2 +C 4
y
1
G - C2 - 4124
xy
Finally, note that for isotropicmaterial, C3 = C4 = O.
2.6 COMPATIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS
With an exact solution to any plane stressproblem in polar coordinates, there isa
necessarycondition that the strains satisfy the compatibility equation
 2(r e) (rYre)
r _ r__r + r-- 2 _r_e = 0 . (46)
"-_ _r _r
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With a complementaryvirtual work formulation, the strainswill be derived from the
assumedstressesby meansof Equation(37); and there is no admlsslbillty requirement
that the strainsshouldsatisfy Equation(46). Indeed, the approximate satisfaction
of Equation(46) is oneof the consequencesof the vanishingof the complementary
virtual work. However, a better approximatesolutionshouldbe obtained if the
assumedstressstate is compatible; sothere is motivation to attempt to select the
functions H(r), An(r), Bn(r) in Equation(28) so that the resultingstresseswill be
compatible. Thiswasattemptedbut with no success. Therefore, in what follows,
the stresscomponentsare not compatible for orthotroplc material; and it is left up to
the principle of complementaryvirtual work to achieve the "mostcompatible" stress
state within the assumptions.
The domainof the finite element is doubly connected, and it is knownthat Equation(46)
is not sufficient to guarantee single valued displacementsin a multiply-connected domain.
Basedon experience with isotropic material E1, Sec. 43], it is anticipated that the
displacementsassociatedwith the constantsD2 and D3 in Equation(28) will be multi-
valued. Theseconstantsshouldnot be discardedbecausethey account Forthe non-zero
resultantforceson the hole boundary, as shownin Equation(32). Therefore, additional
termsshouldbe added to the D2 and D3 coefficients in order to enforce slngle-valued
displacements. Thiswill be demonstratedfor the D2 coefficient, as Follows. Assume
the stressfunction
q_(r,e) = D2 re sine+ Arlnr cose
Note that the additional term hasthe proper form to provide periodic stresses,asshown
in Equation (28). Then from Equation(27)
"rr = D2 2 COSr8 + A cos_._._88r
_'e = A cos.__er
fro = A sin.___eer
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with the strainsderived from Equations(37), (43)_ and (44). Polarcoordinate strain-
displacementrelationsare _1t p.76]
_u
_r _r
1 Bv (47)
_e :u+__r r 8e
1 Bu 8_..v_v
"Yre= _ "E8+ _r r
Following the procedureoutlined in [1, Sec. 31_], the requirementfor existenceof
displacementfunctionsu(r,e) and v(r,e) can be written as
Ef(e; C3, C4; D2, A) _]Inr - EA(4CI - 2C3) + D2 (4(31- C2)]sin e
+g(C1, C2, C3, C4; D2, A) sin 3e+h(C I, C2, C3, C4; D2, A)sin5e
dG(r) _ G(r) = 0+ d2F(e) + F(e) + r-_-_-- (48)de2
where F(e)and G(r) are functionswhich appear in the equationsfor displacement
componentsu and v.
Clearly Equation(48) can never be satisfied unlessthe function f(8; C3, C4; D2, A) = 0;
and it can be shownthat this is possibleonly for an isotropic material with C3 = C4 = 0.
This is simply a manifestationof the fact that the stressstatederivable from Equation(28)is
not compatible for arbitrary valuesof the coefficients.
If the Inr term in Equation (48) is disregardedt then the equation can be satisfied by
requiring
dG(r) _ G(r) = -K (49)
r d-_-_
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d2F(e)+ F(e)= K + EA(4C]- 2C3)+ D2(4C1- C2)_]sine- g sin38-hsin58 (50)de2
Equation (50) will possessa multivalued solution proportional to 8cose• which would
meanmultivalued displacementcomponents•unlessthe coefficient of sin 0 vanishes.
Therefore• it is necessaryto require
4(21-C 2
A = -D 2 4(21_ 2C3
4C1 - C2
Define C - 4C1 _ 2C3 (51)
Conclude that the stressfunction _(r•O) mustinclude the following terms in order to
eliminate multlvalued displacements.
?_(r,8) = D2 (rOsin8 - _rlnr cose) + D3(recosO+ C'rlnr sin8) (52)
For isotropic material C- 1- v which agreeswith [_1 Sec. 43_].
• 2 "
2.7 FURTHERSPECIFICATION OF THE STRESSFUNCTION
Equation (28), as modified by Equation (52) and D1 = 0, includes arbitrary functions
H(r), An(r), Bn(r) which are as-yet unspecified. Even though the resulting stresses
cannot be compatlble for orthotropic material, it appears reasonable to select these
functions so that the resulting stresseswould be compatible for isotropic material.
Then the solution should be very good For the limiting case of isotropic material because
the stresseswill satisfy equilibrium and compatibility in the domain and traction
boundary conditions on S,r. Furthermore, if the orthotropic material is not too far
removed from isotropic, in somevague and unspecified manner, a relatively few stress
termsmay provide a suitable answer.
The isotropic stressfunction is shown in I'1, p.133] which gives the following expressions
for the functions:
25
2
H(r)= a0Inr+b0r (53)
!
Al(r ) =blr3 +a 1 lr (54)
c'l_
Bl(r)=dl ra + 1 r
rn+2 rn ' -n+2 ' -n n = 2, 3, ...A (l")=b +a +b r +a r ,
n n n n n (55)
rn+2 ' -n+2 ' -n n =2, 3, ...B (r) =d +c rn+d r +c r ,n n n n n
However, there is a flaw - possiblya fatal flaw - in the useof Equation (55) for
A and B . It will be seen later that in order to obtain a sufficient numberof stress
n n
coefficients it might be necessaryto include termsup throughA14, B14or possibly16
even more. This wouldmeanthat the radial dependencewould include termsfrom r
-12downto r . Thisextreme rangeof exponents is likely to lead to a very ill-
conditioned array EH_],which is derived asshown in Equation (14) by integrating over
the domain of the finite element. For this reason, Equatlons(55)are discarded, and
the functions A (1"),Bn(r) are assumedas follows:n
2 w I I
A2(r)=a2r +b 2+a 2_'
r
(56)
2 l w I
B2(r)=c2r +d2+c2 7
r
' 1 ' 1
A3(r) = a3r3 + b3 r + a3 -3"
r (57_
c3r3 ' 1 ' 1Ba(r) = + d3 r + c3 -3
r
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N M
An(r)= _ cn ri+ _ cn]i j ---. , n=4, 5, ...i:O j=l r
N M (58)
Bn(r): '_ sn ri+ _. _'n.! n:4, 5, :..i=0 i .I":] j rj '
in Equation(56), the r4 term hasbeen neglected sinceithis term vanishesfor the case
of an infinite isotropic plate underuniformstressat infinity [1, p. 9] ]. in Equation(57),
the r5 term is neglected because it doesnot appear in the caseof an infinite isotropic
plate with linear variation of stressat infinity E2, p. 470]. Finally, Equation(55) has
been discardedcompletelyfor n -_4 and replacedby Equation(58), which expresses
An(r), Bn(r) as polynomials in r. The functions are written in a form to allow Fordiffer-
ing numbersof termswith positive and negative exponents. Thisflexibility in specifying
functions A (r) and B (r) will permit the selection of a sufficient numberof stresscoef-n n
ficlents without the extreme range of exponentswhich naturally appearswith fully
compatible stresses. Note that the resultingstressstate will now be incompatible
even for isofropic material.
This numericaldifficulty with compatiblestressesis obvious in Equation(55) which,of
course, is valid only for isotropic material. It is suspected,however, that the same
problemwill arise if orthotropic compatible stressesare usedfor the assumedstressstate.
Thissuggeststhat a fully compatiblesolution for orthotropic material might never be
achieved due to appearanceof ill-conditioned matrices in the formulation.
2.8 CONSIDERATIONS OF SYMMETRY
If two coordinate axes, say x and y, are established in a plane, there are four possible
symmetry conditions which can be established relative to those axes. Theseconditions
can be defined by describing the following four functions which possessthe symmetry
properties:
SS(x,y): SS(x,-y)=sS(-x,y) : sS(-x,-y)
SA(x,y) = SA(x,-y) = -SA(-x, y) = -SA(-x,-y)
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AS(x,y) = -AS(x,-y) = AS(-x, y) = -AS(-x,-y)
AA(×,y)=-AA(x,-y)=-AA(-×,y)=AA(-x,-y)
The function SS(x,y) is symmetricabout both x and y axes; it will be called a
symmetric-symmetric(SS) function. Function SA(x,y) is symmetricabout the x-axis
andantisymmetricaboutthe y-axis; it is a symmetric-antisymmetric(SA) function.
Likewise, functionAS(x,y) is an AS function; and AA(x,y) isan AA function.
With the four symmetryconditionsestablished, it can be shownthat any function f(x,y)
can be written as the sumof four functions, each of which possessesoneof the four
symmetryconditions. This is demonstratedby first writing the identity
1[:f(×,y)+f(x,-y)+f(-x,y)+f(-x,-y)3f(x,y)= _-
1 [fix,y)+f(x,-y)-f(-x,y)-f(-x,-y):]+7
"1
+ ._ [ f(x, y) - f(x,-y) + f(-x,y) - f(-x,-y) ]
1 If(x,y)- f(x,-y)- f(-x,y)+f(-x,-y):]+7
1
Define SS(x,y)= _ [f(x,y) + f(x,-y) + f(-x,y) + f(-x,-y)]
1
SA(x,y): _ [ fix,y)+f(×,-y)- f(-x,y)- f(-x,-y)
1[fix,y)- f(x,-y)+f(-x,y)- f(-x,-y)]AS(x,y) =
I _f(x, y) - f(x,-y) - f(-x, y) + f(-x,-y)AA(x,y)=_-
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It can be confirmed that these functions do indeed possessthe indicated symmetry
properties and, as stated,
f(x,y) = SS(x,y)+ SA(x,y) + AS(x,y) + AA(x,y)
What hasbeen described above for functions of x and y is also applicable to stress
and displacement states. That is, any arbitrary stressand displacement state can be
represented as the sumof SS, SA, AS, and AA states. Thesefour states are defined
in Figure 3. Note that a stressstate is symmetric about a line if the stressstates at
two symmetrically located points are mirror imagesof each other; the stressstate is
antisymmetric about a line if the stressstates at two symmetrically located points are
negative mirror imagesof each other. Similar definitions apply to displacements.
Thesephysical definitions of symmetryand antisymmetry for stressesand displacements
mean that individual stressand displacement componentsmight actually have different
characters when signsare established according to usual conventions. For example,
in the SSstate of Figure 3, the stress'/'r is an SS function while stress '/'re is an AA
function, displacement u is an AS function, anddisplacement u is an SA function.y x
2.9 FINAL FORM FOR THE STRESSFUNCTION AND STRESSCOMPONENTS
Theradial coordinate, r, is first normalized or nondimensionalizedin termsof the
radiusof the circular hole, R, giving
r
p=_- .
Then, if the stressfunction is written as _(j0, e), the stresseswill be given by
R2r=Z + 12
r p ap p B82
R2,/'e= b2_ (59)
BO2
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i
Figure 3a. Symmetric-SymmetricState
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Figure 31o. Symmetric - Antlsymmetric State
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Figure3c. Antisymmetric-SymmetricState
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Figure 3d. Antisymmetrlc-AntisymmetricState
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andthe equilibrium equationsare
1 1
_._ (R2_r) + _ _g (R2,r.rO)+ _ (R2,rr - R2,/'8) =0 (6o)
_p(R2 r 2 (R2rre)p _e
The stresscomponent"/'rg is first calculated from the stressfunction given by
Equations(28), (52), (53), (54), (55) with D1 = O. The arbitrary constantsare
then related asnecessaryto satisfy the traction boundary requirementthat q'rO= 0
at p = 1. The final stressfunction is then divided into its four componentsaccording
to the four passiblesymmetryconditions of the stressstate, with the final result shownin
Equations(62) and (63). The three stresscomponentsare derived from Equation(59)
and recorded in Equations(64), (66), and (68). It can be confirmed that thesestresses
do indeed satisfythe equilibrium equations, Equations(60), andprovide 'fro at p= 1.
In Equations(62), (64), (66), and (68), the SS, SA, AS, AA symmetryconditions
.th
are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. The coefficient B.. denotes the _ coefficientt3
for the jth symmetrycondition. The quantities N1,N2,N3,N4 denote the upper
limits on the harmonic expansion for each symmetrycondition. Then for each harmonic
above the third, the quantities 11, I2, I3, I4 and J1, J2, J3, J4 denote the upper
limits on the summationsof termswith radial coordinate dependence. Thesequantities
could be functions of harmonic number;but in what follows, they are assumedconstant.
For harmonicsbeyond the third, there isobviously a great deal of arbitrariness in the
numberof terms included in the assumedstressstate. However, it is possibleto number
the coefficients in sucha way as to allow for the arbitrariness.
Define Kln = 4 + (-_)(11 + J1) , K3n = 4 + (-_-)(I3 + J3) (61)
K2n = 4 + (-_-)(12 + J2) , K4n = 2 + (-_)(I4 + J4)
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With the definitionsof Equation(61), it can be confirmedthat the coefficient subscripts
shownin Equatiqn(62) will be properly sequencedfor arbitrary valuesof N,[,J.
_(p, e) = B11(In/:)+ B21(_'
[B I (I+p2) + I(/o-2 2)I+ 31 2 B41_ +3 cos2e ss
p - 1p3)cose1+ 1+B12 esin e-C(plnp- _. B222(p-I +p3) cose
IB 1(p-1+p3)+ 1 (p-3 3)1+ 32 2 B42 -_ + 2p cos3e SA
+ n =5,7_2I_. Bi+K2n,2 F_;i)+i=l .i=1_"B.1+K2n+I2'2G(P;3)Ic°sn e
p - 1 e] 1_1+B13 ecose+C (plnp- _..o3) sin +B232' +p3) sin e
B 1 I.-3 3)I+ 33 2' (p-I + p3) + B43 "_' (p + 2p sin 3e AS
+ Bi+K3n, 3 F(p;i) + Bj+K3n+I3,3 G(p;:_ sinne
n=5,7 .1=I
] (1+p2)+1 _o-2+3p2)]sin2e+ B14_ _ B24
AA
+ _4 I_4 F(p;i) + _4 _+K4n+,4,4G(p;jt sinne (62)n = 4,6 Li_I Bi+K4n'4 .1=I
where F(p;i) = pi + i-I
(63)
G(p;j)=p-J- j +1
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R2'rr(P,e) = B11(p"2) + B21(I)
_EB3_(_+210-2)+ B41(1+p-4)3cos 2e SS
n=4,6 L i=1 Bi+Kln,1 Fr(P;i,n) + Gr(P;j,n cosn ej=l
+ _" Bi+K2n,2 Fr(P;i,n ) + Bj.K2n+f2,2 Gr(P;_l,n cosn 6
n=5,7 i=1 "=
,,,j+ ts,nO
-[B33(3p+5p-3)+B43(P+p-5_ sin3e AS
+ _5_ Bi+K3n'3 Fr(P;i'n) + Bj+K3n+]3,3Gr(P;j,n sin n 8n= 7 Li=1 j=1
_ J J
-IB14(1 . 2p-2). B24(1+ p-4)l sin2e
AA
+ n=4,6 L i=1 Bi+K4n,4 Fr(P;,,n) + _' B+K4n+I4, 4 Gr(P;.i,n sin n 8 (64).i=1
where Fr(P; i, n) = (i - n2)pi-2 - n2(i - 1)P-2 (65)
Gr(p;j,n ) = _(j +n2) p-(j +2) + n2(j+ 1) p-2
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R2_'e(p,e)=BIi(-p-2)+B21(I)
+ _. Bi+KI.,1Fe(_0+ _ Bj+KI°+II,1%(p;jcos°en=4,6 [.i=1 j=l
D
.
n=5,7 Lj=l Bi+K3n'3 Fs(p;i) + J=l Bj+K3n+T3'3Ge(p; sin n e
+ [B14(1) + B24(1 + p-4)] s|n2e
.
n=4,6 Li=l Bi+K4n,4 Fo(P;i)+ B_K4n+I4,4 Ge(p;J slnn O (66)j=l
where Fe(P; 0 = i(i- 1)pi-2
Ge(p; .i) = .1(-1+ I) p-(-1+2) (67)
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P,2_'re(P,)-IB31(1- p-2)+hi (1- p-_]_i.2e
+ _ Fre_;[,n) + Gre(p;J,n sin 8n.._,.,,6 i= 1 Bi+Kln, 1 B_Kln+I1 1 nj=l
+ n=5,7 i=l Bi+K2n,2 Fre(P;i,n) + Bj+K2n+_2,2Gre(P;j,n sin n O
.i=1
mm
_m
-[B_,o-_o-:_.,._4 (,o-,o-_)]_o,_0 _s
- .=5,_3,7L;=] BI+K3n, 3 Fre(P;i,n)+ J=! Bj+K3n+I3,3 Gre(P;j,n cos n e
- [h4(1-p-2)+B24(1_p-4)]oo.2e
_" "- Bi+K4n,4 FrO(P;i,n) + Bi+K4n+I4, 4 GrO(p;j,n cos n en=4,6 i j= 1 (68)
where Fre(.o;[ ,n) = n(i - 1)(pI'2 - p-2)
n(j 1)[p -2 p-(.i+2)] (69)Gre (jo;j, n) = + -
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SECTION3
SPECIFIEDBOUNDARYDISPLACEMENTS
3.1 EXTERIORBOUNDARY
As mentioned earlier, the exterior boundary is completely Su type, with displacements
specified soas to maintain continuity with the adjacent elements. In the work which
follows, it is assumedthat each adjacent element contains only two nodeson the boundary
commonwith the hole element_ with linear displacement between nodes;see Figure 4a.
Therefore, the displacement on the exterior boundary of the hole element will be
specified as linear between nodes. If a nondimensional coordinate _ is established
such that _ -- 0 at node i and _ --"1 at node j, then both displacement components
between i and j will have the form
v(_) : vi(1 - _) + vj (_) (70)
where v. denotes the value of displacement v at node i. Thesespecified displacements
obviously satisfy the rigid body mode requirement of Equation (21) because the most
general rigid body motion of an initially straight segmentbetween nodes will result in
linear displacements.
If the adjacent elementshave a morecomplicated boundarydisplacement, this
complementary virtual work formulation can very easily be modified. For example,
supposethe adjacent elements contained three nodesper boundary commonwith the
hole element and supposethe displacement is quadratic along that boundary; see
Figure 4b. Then the displacement componentson the hole external boundary between
nodes i,j,k will have the form
1
1 (_2_ _) +vj(1 - _2) +v k 2 (_2+ _) (71): vi
If this portion of the boundary receives a rigid body displacement, then it will
follow that
I (72)V.= -I-
.1 2 (vi Vk)
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Then if Equation(72) is substitutedinto Equation(71), the displacementat every
pointbetween nodes i and k isgiven by
I I(i +_)v(/_)= vi_.(I- _)+ vk
This linear displacementfunction showsthat Equation(71) containsrigid body motions
and doessatisfy Equation(21).
3.2 INTERIORBOUNDARY
Although the circular hole boundaryis S,rwith respectto shearstress,it is Su with
respectto radial displacement. Therefore, it is necessaryto specify the radial dis-
placement, Ur, on the boundary. Thegeneralizeddisplacementswill be the values
of displacementat discrete points(the nodes)with displacementsbetweennodes
givenby specifiedfunctionsof positionon the boundary.
Consider a segmentof the boundarybetween two nodes;see Figure 5.
Let e. = initial angle for the segment
ef = final angle for the segment
Beginwith the assumption
u.(e)r=uigi(e).,.,fgf(e) (73)
subject to the requirements that
gi(6i)= I , gi(ef)=0
(74)
gf(ei)=o , gf(ef)=i
which guarantee that Equation (73) doesfurnish the proper nodal displacements.
4O
adjacent
elements _
i j i j k
hal e
O element _ O
a) Linear Edge Displacements b) Quadratic Edge Displacements
Figure4. DisplacementContinuity BetweenAdjacent Elements
Figure 5. Segmentof Hale BoundaryBetweenTwo Nodes
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mNow considera rigid body motionof the holeboundary, with componentsu, v
in the x, y directions. The radial componentof this rigid body motionwill be
u (e) =ucos e+vsin e (7.5)r
which meansthat the nodalvalues of rigid bodydisplacementare
m _ m
u. =ucose.+vsine.
I I I
(76)
tu-+=u cosef +v sin ef
If thesenodal values are substitutedinto Equation(73) the displacementbet_veen nodes
is given by
Ur(8) = ('ucos 8.,+v sin ei) gi(e) + (_ cosef +v sin el) gf(8)
or
u,°,=u[0,,°,oos°.,]' ,
If Equation(73) is to contain rigid bodymodes, if is necessarythat Equatlon (77) have
the sameform as Equation(75) which representsrigid bodymotionbetween nodes.
This leadsfinally to the requirementthat
roso° lg+°t s°csin e.i sin efJ gf(e)l sin e
which gives the following unique expressionsfor gi (e) and gf(e):
sin(el- e) sin (e- ei)
gi(8) = sin(el_e1) , gf(e) = sin(el_el) (78)
it can be seen that Equations(78)satisfy Equations(74). Therefore, the final form of
the specified radial displacementbetween nodesis asfollows:
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sin(el-e) sin(e-ei)
u (O) = u. + uf (79)
r i sin (el- ei) sin(8F- 8i)
Thls assumptionprovides propernodal valuesanddoescontain rigid body motions,
which guaranteesthat Equation(21) is satisfiedon the hole boundary.
If the boundary nodesare given the sameradial displacement, it wouldbe desirable
for the displacement u to be uniform between nodes, in order to see if Equation (79)r
containsuniformdisplacement, set u.i= UF= u andget
1 1 (80)Ur(e) = Usin(eF-8 i)
Unfortunately, Equation(80) doesnot reduce to uniformclisplacement,which means
that Equation(79) doesnot contain uniform displacement. However, if (St-8i)<<1,
it can be shownthat Equation(80) gives the approximateresult
u (e)=ur
Therefore, Equation (79) will give essentially uniform displacement as the arc
length between nodesbecomessufficiently small.
The following displacementfunction doesinclude uniformdisplacementfor any arc
length:
Ul
I
uf
+ 2sin(Sf_ei ) [sin (8-_)- sln(8p-8)+sln(Sf-61) ] (81)
However, Equation(81) doesnot include rigid bodymotions.
In conclusion, it is impossibleto devisea displacementfunction which containsboth
rigid body motionand uniformdisplacement. It is muchmoreusefulto include rigid
body motion, so Equation(79) will be usedin the following work.
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SECTION4
DEVELOPMENTOF THEELEMENTSTIFFNESSMATRIX
4, I STRESS TATEDUE TOIMPOSED BOUNDARY DISPLACEMENTS'
Begin with the expressionfor complementaryvirtual work, asgiven in Equation(7)
and repeatedbelow:
CVW=fA k6,/-J[E]dA- jr S L6TJ [u]dsu
In polar coordinates (Figure 1), the differential area element can be expressedas
follows in termsof the nondimensionalP=-R
dA = rdrde = R2p dp de (82)
and the differential boundary length can be written as
ds=Rf(e)de (83)
where the function f(8) dependsupon location on the boundary.
The real strains, [R2E], are expressedin termsof real stresses,[R2'r_}, through the
stress-strain relations in polar coordinates, as given in Equations (43),(44), and (39):
[R2,] = [Cr8] [R21"]
Then the CVW can be written as
CVW : _._;A kR28q.J [Cre ] [R2T] pdpde- R;sLR28TJ _]f(e)de (84)
NSC
Assume [R2 6T] = _' E-&J(p, O)] [aj] (85)
j=l
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NSC
[R28T] = _ ETJ(e)][aj] (86)
j=1
NSC
[R2T]= S _hJ(p, 8)][Bj} (87)j=1-
NSC
@]= (88)j=1
Theseassumptionsare consistentwith what wasshownearlier in Equations(8), (10),
(11), and (12), with expandednotation to recognize that each stress,surface traction,
and displacementvector can be written as the sumof four symmetryconditionvectors.
in Equations(85) through(88), the superscriptj denotessymmetrycondition number;
i
and NSC denotesthe numberof symmetryconditionsto be considered in a particular i
problem.. In general, NSC will be equal to four; however, if the problem is known
to contain only certain symmetryconditions, then NSC can take on the proper and
limited set of values.
If Equations(85) through(88) are substitutedinto Equation(84), the result is
NSC NSC T °lj=l k =1
- u T. de1 (89)[-_/s ETJ]E_k]f(8) [_kt
Now, the domain and boundary are symmetricabout both the x and y axes. There-
fore, a boundary integration of the product of symmetric (antisymmetric) tractions and
antisymmetric (symmetric) displacements will vanish. Likewise, a domain integration
of the product of symmetric (antlsymmetric) stressesand antisymmetrlc (symmetric)
strains will vanish. Also, note that because the x, y axes are materlalaxes for
homogeneousand orthotropic material, it follows that symmetric (antisymmetric)
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stresseswill resultin symmetric(antisymmetrlc)strains. Therefore,becauseof the
symmetrypropertiesof domain,boundary,and integrands,it followsthat
fA •TECre]EAk3[A J] odpd0 =0, if ]ik (9o)
_r'J] [_k] f(8) dO= O, if j / k
u
_A TCAJ3[Cre]CAJ3pdpde=4fCAJ3TEc 8"l[AJ]pdpd0JQuadrant r_
(91)
E_J]f(e)de = [r]]T[_J]f(e)de
u J Quadrant
Define _HJ] = / [_AJ] T [.CrS] [_AJ] p dp d8 (92)J Quadrant
Tj] ETj] f(e)de (93)
Quadrant
After substituting Equations(90) through(93) into Equation(89), the CVW can be
written as
cvw:4g _. r.HJ][BJ]-EcJ][_J
j=l
If CVW = 0 for every La].J,conclude that
]-._HJ][Bj]- _GJ][_j]:(0], j:l 2, 3, 4R
or
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[BJ]=R[.i-IJ]"1 [_GJ][qJ] , j =1, 2, 3,4
Define [BQj] = EHJ]-1 [_GJ] , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (94)
Therefore, [BJ] = R EBQJ] [qJ] , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (95)
The final expressionfor the stressstate is foundby substitutingEquation(95) into
Equation(87) andsolving for [_'] to give
NSC1
j=l
Equation(96) will give the stressstate at any point in the domaindue to imposed
boundarynodal displacements. Note that the nodal displacementsare expressedin
termsof the four symmetrycondition components.
4.2 DEVELOPMENTOF STIFFNESS-MATRIX
In the anticipated applications of the hole finite element, the total or overall
structural problem will be solved through a displacement formulation which can be
mostgenerally basedon the principle of virtual work. Therefore, the hole element
solution of Equations(94), (95), and (96), basedon complementary virtual work,
must now be placed into a form which is compatible with the formulation for the
remainder of the structure. This isdone by developing a stiffness matrix for the
hole element which can then be handled in a routine fashion in the displacement
basedfinite element programs.
Begin with the expressionfor the internal virtual work doneby an equilibrium real
stressfield movingthrough compatiblevirtual strains:
=-tf Ls J['/'IDA (97)6Wi JA
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For usein a displacementformulation, the real stresses[_'] mustbe expressedin
termsof real nodal displacements;and the virtual strains[8€] mustbe expressed
in termsof virtual nodal displacements. Butthis relationship between nodal dis-
placementsandstressesis precisely what is given, to the best approximationpossible,
by Equations(94), (95), and (96). Therefore, Equation(97) can be rewritten in
termsof displacementsby first introducing virtual straln-virtual stressrelations in
the formof Equation(34) andthen substitutingthe stress-displacementrelationsof
Equation(96):
- t---[LR2 8TJ [Cre] [R2'/']pdpd88Wi = R2JA
8Wi- t _C N_CR2R2j=l k=l LSqJ'][:BQj]T[!AI:Aj]TECrs] rAk]dAl [BQk][_k] (98)
After accounting for the symmetrypropertiesof domainand integrand, and after
introducing Equation(92), it follows that
8Wi=-_. " k6qJJ t EBQj]TEHj][BQJ [_'J] (99)
j=l
T
Define [KQ]] = t EBQJ] EHJ] CBQJ] (100)
NSC
Finally, 6W, =- _ LSq[4r.KQJ]][ J] (101)
j=l
After comparing Equation(101) with the result which would have been obtained
through a virtual work development of 8W., it is clear that the array 4[KQ i ] is
' th
the stiffness matrix associated with displacements in the j symmetry condition.
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More precisely, Equation(100) defines the complementaryvirtual work approximation
to one-fourth of the stiffnessmatrix associatedwith boundarydisplacementsin the jth
symmetrycondition.
4.3 THREETYPESOF HOLE ELEMENTS
The hole flnlte element will generally be employedas shownin Figure 6; that is, the
total squaredomain will be included in the finite element model of the structure.
However, if the problem has known symmetries in structure and loading, then it is
possible to achieve significant economies in both formulation and solution by working
with only a portion of the structure.
Forsystemswhich are knownto possessonly oneof the four symmetryconditions,
the simpliflcations begin with Equations (85) through (88) in which the summations
over all symmetryconditions are eliminated; all quantities are expressedimmediately
in termsof only the one known symmetrystate. Further simplification is achleved in
the finite element model of the structure, asshown in Figure 7 Fora typical case which
is SS in both structure and loading, it is necessary to consider only one quadrant of
the structure, which means that it is necessaryto consider only one quadrant of the
hole finite element when developing the stiffnessmatrix.
Systemswith symmetryor antlsymmetryabout only one axis can be consideredto be
the sumof the appropriate two symmetry conditions, which again simplifies Equations
(85) through (88). Figure 8 showsa case with symmetryabout the y-axls, which is
therefore a combination of SS and AS. The model can be simplified to only one half
of the structure, which meansthat only one-half of the hole finite element is necessary.
Evidently there are three different types of hole elementswhich could be incorporated
in a finite element model - the complete or total element in Figure 6, the half element
in Figure 8, and the quarter element in Figure 7. With appropriate modifications to
the symmetrycondition summation, Equation (96) gives the stressesfor each type of
element; no adjustmentsare necessary. However, the stiffness matrix expressionsin
Equations (100) and (101) mustbe modified for the quarter and half elements.
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Figure6. General ProblemRequiringthe Total Hole Element
Figure 7. Symmetric-SymmetrlcProblem, PermittingUseof
the QuadrantHole Element
5O
tIol
Figure8. Problemwith SymmetryAboutOneAxis_Permitting
Useof the Half Hole Element
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In Equation(98) it wasassumedthat the domain integrationwastaken over the
completehole element. Then
( )dA=4f( ) dAJ Quadrant
which accounts for the multiplJcative factor of 4 in Equation (99). Obviously, if
the structural problem is to be solved with the half element in Figure 8, then
_( )dA=2f( )dA ;J Quadrant
and with a quarter element, the physical domain is equal to the quadrant usedfor
integration.
It is now possibleto give a physical interpretation to EKQJ] in Equation (100).
Clearly, EKQJ] is the quadrantelementstiffnessmatrix associatedwith displace-
,th
mentsin the j symmetrycondition.
Theseresultsconcerningstiffnessmatricescanbe summarizedin termsof EKQJ]
of Equation(100), asfollows:
for a quadrantelement with jth symmetrycondition,
rKQ j] = [KQ j] (102)
8wi=- I:KQJ (lO3)
for a half element with superpositionof two appropriate symmetryconditions,
[KH J] = 2[KQJ], for two values of j (104)
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for a total element, requiringall symmetryconditions
[KT j]=4EKQ J], J=1,2, 3,4 (106)
4
j=l .,
Forpossiblefuture use, Equations(103), (105), and (107) can be written as
where the summationis over appropriatevalues and M = 1, 2, or 4 depending upon
element type.
•4.4 TRANSFORMATION OF DISPLACEMENTS
If the hole finite element is to be combinedwith other elementsand a problem solved
with a conventional displacement based program, then it is necessarythat the nodal
displacements for adjacent elements mustbe identical at nodeswhere continuity is
required. This nodal continuity is most easily achieved if the nodal displacements
for the adjacent elements are expressedin the samecoodlnate systemand have the
samephysical meaning. In the following discussion, it is assumedthat adjacent
element displacements are in the samecoordinate system(either x, y systemor radial)
so that it is only necessary to consider the physical meaning of the measuresof dis-
placement. The two possible meaningsare described as either the symmetrycondition
displacements or the general state displacements.
Now, for problemswith a single symmetrycondition which are to be solved with the
quadrant element, there is an identify transformation between symmetrycondition
displacements and the general state displacements. That is, if the systemis, say, SS
in character, then the general displacements will have zero contribution from SA, AS,
and AA; and the general displacement will be identical to the symmetrycondition
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displacement. In this case, the quadrantelement stiffnessmatrix is given by
Equation(100); no further modification is necessary,and the hole elementquadrant
stiffnesscan be immediatelymergedwith adjacent elementstiffnessmatrices. Then
the problemcan be solvedwith standarddisplacementbasedfinite element programs.
However, for the half element and total element, the displacementsin Equations(105)
and (107) are symmetrycondition displacements;and theseare not the sameas general
state displacementswhich representthe superpositionof twoor four symmetrycondition
displacements. Therefore, the symmetrycondition displacementswill be transformed
to general displacementsbefore attemptingto mergestiffnessmatrices. The details of
the transformationsdependuponthe numberof boundarynodes,but the basic features
will be presentedfor a simple caseof each type of element.
First considerthe total element shownin Figure9. Note that the nodal numbersbegin
at the first quadrantcomer nodeand proceedcounterclockwisearoundthe element
until all nodeson the outerboundaryhave been numbered. The next nodenumberis
assignedto the circular boundarynodeat e = 0°, and numberingcontinuescounter-
clockwise. Becausethe external boundary is entirely Su, there are two displacement
degreesof freedomat each exterior boundarynode. However, there isonly the one
radial degreeof freedomat each interior node. On the exterior boundary, positive
displacementsare in the positive coordinate directions. On the interior boundary,
positive displacementsare outward. Thesesignconventionsand conventionsfor nodal
anddisplacementnumberingare followed for all arrangementsof nodes.
Figures10a, 11a, 12a, and 13a showthe nodaldisplacementpatternsassociatedwith
SS, SA, AS, andAA displacementfields, respectively. Note that the independent
nodal displacementsare selected to be in the first quadrant, with all other nodal dls-
placementsexpressedin termsof the independentvalues. Also note that the quadrant
nodal displacementsare numberedbeginningat e = 0° on the external boundaryand
returning to e = 0° on the innerhole boundary. Thisconvention is followed for all
arrangementsof nodes.
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Figure 9. Node and Displacement Numbering for Total Element
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Figure 10. Symmetric-SymmetricDisplacementsfor Total Element
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Figure 11. Symmetrlc-AntlsymmetrlcDisplacementsfor Total Element
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Figure 12. Antisymmetric-SymmetricDisplacementsfor Total Element
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Figure 13. Antisymmetric-AntisymmetricDisplacementsfor Total Element
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Figures 10b, 11b, 12b, and 13Ogive the relationshipsbetweenthe independent
nodal displacementsand the general nodal displacementsof Figure9. Asa check on
theserelationships, it can be confirmedthat the summationof Figures10b, 11b, 12b,
and 13o, extendedto the other three quadrants, will indeedgive Figure 9. For
example, considerthe x-dlrection displacementof the first quadrantcomer node.
Then
_ 1
(q2)SS+ (q2) SA + (q2)AS + (q2)AA - _ (Ul - u5- u9+ u13) +
1 1 1
_(u 1+uS+ug+u13 ) +_(u I- u5+ug-u13) + _(u 1+u5-u 9" u13) =u I
as required. As one final example, considerthe y-directlon displacementof the exterior
nodeat e=180 ° . Then
_ 1 (u8+ 1 (_u8+u u8(ql) AS - (ql) AA - 2 u16)- 2 16) =
asrequired.
A half-elementwith symmetryabout the y axis isshownin Figure14. Nodenumbering
beginsat the lower left exteriorcomer, proceedsaroundthe outer boundary,and returns
to the innerboundaryat €'= 0°. Thereare two degreesof freedomat eachexterior
nodeexcept the nodeson the symmetryaxis, whichhaveonly one displacement.
Positivedisplacementsare asshownin Figure14and describedfor the total element.
The general state is a superpositionof SS and AS due to assumptionof symmetryabout
the y-axis; see Figures 15 and 16. Again, the independent displacementsare selected
to be in the first quadrant, with the samenumbering schemedescribed earlier. As an
example of the superposition, consider the radial displacement of the inner node at
€_=45°.
1 1
(q6) SS- (q6)AS = 2 (Ul0 + u12) - _-Ul0 + u12) = Ul0
as required.
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Figure 14. Node and Displacement Numberingfor Half Element
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Figure 16. Antisymmetric-SymmetricDisplacementsfor Half Element
It isnowclear thatforeachsymmetrycondition_the generalstate nodaldisplacement_
{ u ], andthesymmetryconditionnodaldisplacements,{ qJ}_ are relatedby
{qJ]- EAJ{u] (109)
where the transformationarray [:AJ:]depends upon the type of hale element (total or
half) and the details of the nodal arrangement. Recall that for a quadrant element,
_:AJ:]- J:I :], the identify matrix.
4,5 TRANSFORMATIONOF STIFFNESSMATRIXAND STRESSMATRIX
Thenecessarytransformationof the stiffnessmatrix is establishedby substituting
Equation(109) into Equation(108) in order to expressthe internal work in general
statedisplacements.
T
Define [KS:] = EAJ_ [KQJ_[A j] (110)
Then 6Wl=- L6uJ[M _ _KJ]]{u]
Define J:K] = M _'_ [KJ:] (111)
and it is clear that Equation(111) suppliesthe properhole elementstiffnessmatrix
associatedwith general statedisplacementsand thisstiffnessmatrix is suitable for
standardtreatmentby displacementbasedprograms.
Equation (96) gives the stressstate in termsof symmetrycondition displacements,
{_J]. This equation can also be transformedto general state displacementsasfollows:
1
{,r] = _. _' I:AJ:] I:BQJ:]I:M:] {u } (112)
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A moreefficient evaluation of the stiffness matrix is possibleby substituting
Equations (94) and (100) into Equation (110):
• T T -T -1
[Kj]=t_AJ] ['Gj] [HJ'I _Hj]_Hj] [Gj][Aj]
Define [GJ] = [G j] [ Aj ] (113)
T -1
Then, [KJ]=t_G j] [H j] [GJ] (114)
where it is recognized that array _HJ],as defined by Equation(92), issymmetric.
Equation (112) can alsobe reformulated as follows:
-11
{'r}=g _ [AJ] _Hj] [GJ][AJ]{u}
-1 -1
Define _Sj]= _Hj] [Gj][A j] = [Hj] [GJ] (115)
1
Then, {l"(p, 8)} = _ _ [ AJ (p, 0)] [sJ] [u] (116)
4.6 COMMENTS ON PROCEDURE
The essential feature of the developmentpresentedin this section is the realization
that symmetry conditions exist for stress, tractions, and displacements and then
exploiting this feature to the fullest. This permitted the derivation of stiffness and
stressmatrices for the total hole element with the work integrations limlted to just
one quadrant of the element. This is a significant savings of computational effort
compared to those formulations which integrate over the total element.
When solving problemswith the quadrantor half elementsshownin Figures 7 and 8,
the internal stressesare guaranteedto be continuousacrossthe symmetryboundaries.
This is true becausethe solution is in reality basedon a total elementwhich has
correct symmetryconditions imposed;and the stressesare defined continuouslyin
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the total domaln. Thiscan be contrastedwith an alternative approachwhich begins
with a true quarterelementwith no reference to the total domain. If the comple-
mentaryvirtual work procedure is usedto develop the quarter elementstiffnessmatrix,
and if four of thesequadrantsare the/1combinedproperly to modela total element,
there will be traction discontinuitiesacrossthoseboundarieswhich are interior to the
total element; and thesediscontinuitiescould causetroubleswhenattemptingto
evaluate stressesin the interior of the total element.
However, it shouldbe noted that the impositionof additional specifieddisplacements
along interior lineswill tend to stiffen the total finite element when comparedto an
element with no specified interior displacements. The implicationsof this with regard
to the useof true quarteror octant elementsshouldbe explored numerically.
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SECTION5
DESCRIPTIONOF THECOMPUTERCODE
5,1 INTRODUCTION
Computer code has been prepared to perform all calculations leading to the stiffness
matrix of Equations(114)and (111) and the stressequations of Equation (116). This
chapter describescertain features of the code without going into details of the
programming.
5.2 ELEMENTGEOMETRY
The numberof nodeson both the exterior and interior boundaries of the hole element
can be specified by the programuser. Becauseall integrations are performed in the
first quadrant only, there are the geometric constraints that exterior nodesmustbe
placed at the four cornersand at the four side midpoints, and interior nodes mustbe
placed at e = 0°_ 90°_ 180°, and 270°; see Figure 17.
The boundariesof the quadrantare divided into sides1, 2, and 3, as shownin
Figure 17. It is assumedthat the nodesare equally spacedalong each slde_sothat
the nodal information is inputby specifying the numberof segmentsin each sideof
the quadrant;this is done throughan array LNSEGJ. Forexample, in Figure 17,
It is assumedthat the hole is centered in the square. The ratio of squaredimension,
2L, to hole diameter_ 2R_ can be varied as desired by the user; however, it is
L L
recommendedthat -_ _z2, with _- = 4, if possible.
5.3 NUMBEROF S'I:I_ESSCOEFFICIENTS
In Section 1.6 it is shownthat there is a relationship between the number of degrees
of freedom and the number of stresscoefficients. What was shownthere for a
general state of deformation mustalso be true for each of the separate symmetry
condition states.
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Figure 17. Hole ElementGeometry
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First, note that the rigid body motionsconsistof one SA state (displacementin the
x-direction), one AS state (displacement in the y-direction), andone ._ state
(rotation about the center of the element). There is no rigid body SS state. These
observationsestablishthe valuesof R to be usedwhen checking the requirementthat
rank [G _ = (F-R).
In the notation of Equation(23), letl_RBJdenote all of the nodal displacementson
the exterior boundaries;clearly,kqRBJ- L0J suppressall true _'igidbody motions
for all symmetryconditions. ThenL_lJwill denote the displacementson the hole
boundary. Let NSEG3 denote the numberof segmentson the hole boundary(side 3).
Thenas is shownin Figures10 through 13, the numberof elementsinL_lJ (the number
of degreesof freedomon side 3), denotedby (F-S) in Equation(23), isa function of
symmetrycondition, as follows:
for SS : (F-S) = NSEG3+ 1
for SA and AS: (F-S) = NSEG3 (117)
ForAA : (F-S) = NSEG3-1
In Equations (24) and (25), the array _G1_ is the boundarywork array associatedwith
work done by radial stressesmovingthroughradial displacementson the holeboundary;
there will be an array EGI_ for each symmetrycondition. Becauserank [G _]must
equal to (F-S) i for each symmetrycondition it follows that each _Gi• 1_ musthave at
least (F-S) I independent rows. Thismeansthere mustbe at least (F-S)I independent
states of radial stresson the hole boundary.
Now, considerEquation (64), which showsthe assumedform for R2"r . Clearly,r
at p = 1, the stressstates associated with B11 and B21are not independent; this is
also true for B31and B41and for many other setsof coefficients. In general, the radial
stressstates which have the sameharmonic function of e are dependent when evaluated
along any circle. Therefore, since there mustbe at least (F-S)i independent radial
stresseson the hole boundary, it follows that there mustbe a minimumof (F-S)i harmonics
in the stressstate for each symmetrycondition.
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ForsymmetryconditionsSS, SA, andAS, the first two harmonics- supplyfour coefficients;
for condition AA, the first harmonicsuppliestwo coefficients. Thesefirst harmonicsare
never enoughbecausethe numberof coefficients is not adequatefor the numberof degrees
of freedom. Therefore, additional harmonics,suppliedby the summationsin Equation(64),
are always necessary. Let AH denote the minimumnumberof additional harmonicsrequired;
this is a function of symmetrycondition, as follows:
for SS, SA, AS: AH = (F-S) - 2 (118)
for AA : AH = (F-S) - 1
Substitutionof Equation(117) into Equation(118)gives
for SS : AH = NSEG3-1
(119)
for SA,AS,AA : AH = NSEG3-2
Forspecified NSEG3, Equation(119) gives the minimumnumberof additional
harmonicsnecessaryto provide proper rank to the arrays [G'1]. Fewer
i
harmonics
will introducespuriousrigid body modesinvolving hole boundarydisplacementswith
zero displacementon the external boundaries.
Supposethere are morethan(F-S) independentrows in the [G 1] array. This is
perfectly all right as far as rigid bodyconsiderationsare concerned. The rank of
array [G 1] will equal (F-S), and Equation(25) will be satisfiedonly by the trivial
solution [q'l ] = [0_}. However, excessindependentrowsmeanexcessharmonicsin
the expressionfor radial stress;and this leadsto reducedaccuracy in satisfaction of
any radial traction boundaryconditionswhich might exist on the hole boundary.
This can be explained with reference to Section 1.7, entitled "Treatment of Boundary
Conditlons." Although the hole boundary hasbeen treated as S boundary withu
specified nodal radial displacements, actual traction boundary conditions can be
approximately satisfied by proper selection of the hole nodal displacements.
This meansthere are (F-S) displacements available to provide proper values for
7O
radial stressat the hole boundary. If there are morethan (F-S) independentstressstates
at the boundary, then there are not enoughdisplacementsto permitbest satisfactionof
the traction conditions. If there are exactly (F-S) independentstressstates, then in some
unspecifiedand probablynon-unlquemannerit is possibleto achieve excellent satis-
faction of traction boundaryconditions. Thisobservation, while vague in the details,
has been numerically confirmed. In open hole testproblemsdescribedin a following
section, the radial stresseson the h01eboundarywere decreasedby threeordersof
magnitude(10-2 downto 10-5 or better) by removingexcessharmonicsfrom the assumed
stressstate.
In summary, if the numberof additional harmonics is selectedto satisfy Equation(119),
then spuriousrigid body modeson the hole boundarywill be eliminated and traction
boundary conditionswill be aswell satisfied as is possible. With the numberof additional
harmonicsknown, the total numberof stresscoefficients dependsuponthe summation
limits I and J in Equation(62). it isonly necessaryto ensurethat rank [G] = (F-R)
for each symmetrycondition;thls generally requiresNSEG3-_ 3.
5,4 AREA INTEGRATION
The internal complementarywork leadsto the area integral shownin Equation(92)
and repeatedbelow:
[Hj]=f [Aj(.o,e)]T [Cre(e)][Aj(p,e)]pdpde
./Quad
From the structure of Equations(64), (66), and (68), it can be shownthat the arrays
[A J(p,e)] can be written as
IJ1
[AJ(p,O) ] = _.. pm-(J+3) [mAJ (e)] (120)
m=l
where IJ1 = I+J+l
I,J = summationlimitsshownin Equation(62).
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In words, the arrays[_A J(p,e)_ are decomposedinto the summationof productsof
individual powersof p multiplied by Functionsof 8.
SubstituteEquation(120) into Equation(92) to get
[.11 [11 [ T[HJ] = _. _ pm_-2(J+3)[.mAJ(8)] [Cre(8)][nAJ(e)]pdpd8 (121)
m=l n=l JQuad
Let P denotethe typical integral in Equation(121). Then, it is clear that P has the
form
/!
p=/ f(p)g(e)dpde (122)JQuad
where f(p) = pm+n-2J-5 (123)
The integration limitsare establishedwith reference to Figure 18. The quadrant is
divided into twooctants identified by the exterior boundaryside number. In each
octant, the upper limit on p isgiven by
U"R (124)Pmax cos
where L/R = ratio of quadrantdimensionto hole radius.
Define F(?_)= ('/pmax f(j0) dp (125)
Jp=l
After substitutingEquation(123) into Equation(125) the result is
m+ n-2J-4 - , (m+n-2J-4)fiO
F(¢)= (126)
In L/R
cos_ , (m+n-2J-4) = 0
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Figure 18. Notation Usedfor Volume and
BoundaryIntegration in the Quadrant
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Now the quadrant integrationcan be written as the following sumof two octant
integrations:
_ ft _2__
P ' F(C l)g(o l)d1+ F(¢2)g(¼.o 2)d2 (127)
i=o
where _1 = _1 , in octant 1
tT
_2 =_-a2' in octant2
Alternatively the integral is given by
-s;:-;P F(_) [g(q$)+g(2- #)]d_ (128)
The area integrals in their original formsare too complicatedfor exact evaluation,
sonumerical integration is necessary. However, it is possibleto first reduce the area
integrals to line integrals throughperformingthe radial integration in the closedform
of Equation(126). Although numerical techniquesare still necessaryto evaluate the
line integrals in Equation(127), the resultsshouldbe moreaccurate than what would
be achieved wlth comparableeffort on the original area integrals.
5.5 BOUNDARY INTEGRATION
The external complementarywork is calculated from the product of tractions and
displacements on all three sidesof the quadrant. The result is given in Equation (93),
repeated below.
[G J] =SQuad [T'i]TE_j] f(O) dO
The function f(8), usedto define the differential boundary length asshownin
Equation (83), is determined as follows,with reference to Figure 18.
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Along side 11 the arc length s1 isgiven by s1= L tan e. Fromthlst it followsL
that ds1= R_- sec2 8 dO;andby comparisonwith Equation(83), f(8) -- (L/R) sec2O.
If Pmax is introducedfrom Equation(124), the resultcan be written as follows:
2
Pmax
f(e) (129)
L 2 11'. O)de. SinceAlong side 2, s2 = L[1-tan( 2- O)] • Therefore, ds2= R_ sec (_
U'R
, it follows once again that f(O) is given by Equation (129).Pmax
cos( - e)
Along side 3, s3 = R0 and ds3 = Rd0.
Therefore, f(O) = 1.
The tractionson sides1 and 2 are in the x and y directionswhile the stressesare
assumedin polar coordinates. Therefore, at each point on the exterior boundary,
the stressesare first evaluated and then transformedto cartesian componentsby well-
known equations such asgiven in [ 1, p. 67].
On side 3, the radial traction is immediately given by the negative of the radial stress
component.
The integrals in Equation(93) are finally evaluated numerically as discussedin the
next section.
5.6 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
In the numerical evaluation of the area integrals, each octant, described by 0°_-_ _-45°,
is divided into a user specified numberof integration intervals. That is, each actant is
divided into a specified numberof equal incrementsof the angle variable. Then the
integral in Equation (127) is evaluated in each interval by Gausslan quadrature with a
i userspecified numberof Gauss points.
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For the boundary integration, each side is first divided into segmentsby the nodes. Then
each segmentis further subdividedinto integration intervals, with the numberof intervals
possiblydifferent for each side. Finally, the integral is evaluated in each interval by
Gaussianquadrature.
As mentionedabove, the numberof Gaussianquadraturepolnts per interval is user
specified. However, the exlsting computercode limits the choices to 31 51 7, or 9
points. Thischoice can, of course, be expandedif desired.
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SECTION 6
SAMPLEPROBLEMS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
NASTRAN was chosen as the host program for this element because it is such a widely used,
well-known program with a large element library and many capabilities. The hole element
implemented into NASTRAN is a variable-noded total element and is defined via ADUM7,
CDUM7, and PDUM7 input cards. The format of these cards are given in Appendix A and
the default geometry of the element is shown in Figure 19. The user may specify the
number of nodeson each of the three boundaries shown in the figure. The nodeson the
exterior of the element have two cartesian degreesof freedom whereas the nodeson the
hole wall have only a single radial degree of freedom. Tangential degreesot_freedom at
the hole wall do not appear in the element formulation because the stiffness matrix was
derived through a complementary virtual work formulation basedon assumedstresseswhich
satisfy the tangential traction-free conditions on the hole boundary (see Section 2.1). The
ratio of element diameter to hole diameter is determined from grid point locations and is
thus a user choice; however, a ratio of four is recommended. The material properties may
be isotropic or orthotropic and are defined by MAT1 and MAT2 cards. Characteristics
which are not defined for this element include massproperties, thermal loading, material
non-linearity, and differential stiffness.
The example problems which follow were solved using the NASTRAN program at Lockheed-
Georgia Company with the orthotropic hole element implemented. They are intended to
demonstrate the performance of the element in a variety of applications.
6.2 ISOTROPICPLATEWITH UNIAXIAL TENSION
The orthotropic hole element can be used in isotropic applications by simply specifying
isotropic elastic coefficients. This is demonstrated by presenting the solution for an infinite
isotropic plate with unit uniaxial tension at infinity (see Figure 20). The finite element
model is shown in Figure 21. The plate width is 20 times the hole diameter, which repre-
sents an essentially infinite plate. Poisson'sratio is set at 0.3205.
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¥Figure20. Unit TensileTraction in the Y-Directlon
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Figure21. FiniteElementModel
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Table I presentsresultsfor the three stresscomponentsat fourvalues of radiusand four
valuesof e. The hole elementstiffnessandstressmatriceswere basedon array
NSE = 1 with radial variation given by powersof p from -5 to p .
The hole boundaryis given by r = 1. Note the excellent satisfactionof the zero radial
stressboundarycondltionl the resultswere typically 10-6 times the magnitudeof external
loading. The circumferential stressresultsare alsovery good, with an errorof only 0.2%
on the maximumtensionstressconcentrationfactor and 1.5% on the maximumcompression
stress. The zero shearstresscondition is of courseperfectly satisfiedsince it was included
in the original stressassumptions.
The stressesaway from the hole boundaryare also very well representedby the hole
element results.
6.3 ISOTROPICPLATEWITH HALF COSINE LOADED HOLE
A load transfer problemfor which a comparisonsolution is available E3] is that of an
infinite isotropic plate with Polsson'sratio equal to 0.25, loadedwith uniformtraction
on one end anda cosinevariation of radial tractionson the hole boundary (see Figure22).
The total loadon the end is equal to 2P, and the radial tractions on the loadedhole
boundaryare given by
T = 4P cosq_, _'_q_ + _rr T -
Thefinite elementmodelisshownin Figure21; andTable!! presentsresultsin the region
+1
aroundthehole, basedon LNSEGJ= "L1 1 "4j andradial termsfromp-5 to P .
Thevalueof P issetequalto 1.0.
The stressesat the hole boundaryare very well representedby the finite element results.
The radial stressesfollow the cosinecurveover the loadedregion andare of the order of
10-2 on the unloadedportion of the boundary. Thevariation of circumferential stress
is reasonablyaccurate, with an error of 3% on the maximumstressconcentration.
In the region aroundthe hole, the resultsfrom the hole elementsolution continue to
give a gooddescriptionof the stressstate.
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TABLE I
STRESSESFOR AN ISOTROPICPLATESUBJECTEDTO UNIAXIAL TENSION
8 r ** r8** *- **deg Tr* r 1"8" l'r8 l'r8
r = 1 "0 0 0 3.006 3.000 0 0
30 0 0 2.005 2.000 0 0
60 0 0 -0.006 0 0 0
90 0 0 -I .015 -1.000 0 0
r = 2 0 0.279 0.281 1.221 1.219 0 0
30 O.327 O.328 O.923 O.922 O.572 O.568oo
60 O.422 O.422 O.325 O.328 O.571 O.568
90 0.467 0.469 0.028 0.031 0 0
r = 3 0 O. 145 O.148 1.076 1.074 0 0
30 0.295 0.296 0.815 0.815 0.516 0.513
60 0.594 0.593 0.296 0.296 0.516 0.513
90 0.739 0.741 0.031 0.037 0 0
r = 4 0 0.083 0.088 1.036 1.037 0 0
30 O.278 O.278 O.784 O.784 O.482 O.482
60 O.659 O.659 O.284 O.278 O.488 O.482
90 0.851 0.850 0.010 0.025 0 0
* Finite ElementResults
** Reference 1
©
Co
a) External Loading b) Half Cosine Distribution of Traction on the
Hole Boundary
Figure 22. LoadTransferProblem
TABLE II
STRESSESFOR AN ISOTROPICPLATEWITH LOAD TRANSFER
rr* rr** ,rB* re** rrB* rre**
deg
r = 1 0 -1.271 -1.273 0.372 0.412 0 0
30 -1.099 -1. 103 0.467 0.470 0 0
60 -0.649 -0.637 0.659 0.612 0 0
90 -0.041 0 0.834 0.810 0 0
120 -0.012 0 0.415 0.373 0 0
150 0. 003 0 0.056 O.053 0 0
180 0.003 0 -0.094 -0.065 0 0
r = 1.2 0 -0.995 -0.977 0.314 0.348 0 0
30 -0.844 -0.829 0.358 0.381 0.035 0.021
60 -0. 445 -0.429 0.460 0.443 0.046 O.029
90 0.038 0.034 0.477 0.415 -0.032 -0.031
120 O.055 O.078 O.289 O.274 -0.097 -0. OB1
150 0.023 0.038 0.070 0.088 -0.064 -0.051
180 0.006 0.024 -0.015 -0.011 0 0
r = i. 5 0 -0. 726 -0. 726 O.232 O.241 0 0
30 -0.604 -0.609 O.256 O.253 0.042 0.026
60 -0. 288 -0. 293 O.295 O.266 O.046 O.028
90 O.045 O.037 O.266 O.231 -0.047 -0.045
120 0.094 0.086 0.179 0.152 -0.119 -0.105
150 O.055 O.049 O.062 O.055 -0.083 -0.070
180 0.035 !0.033 0.010 0.012 0 0
* Finite ElementResults
** Reference3
In the finite element modelof the structure, the tractionsare applied as concentrated
nodal forces. On the hole boundary, thesenodal forcesare the work equivalent loads
basedon the cosinevariation of the radial traction betweennodesand the assumed
radial displacementof Equation(79). The resultsare as follows.
Let A = angular incrementsubtendedby arc lengthbetween two nodes
on the hole boundary
F = radial nodal force at node locatedby angle q_°
r
Then, at _=0o F = __4P
= 4P t_cosat €_:-_, Fr 9-
2P(1at €_:_9o°, Fr: ; -?_-_)
Theseresultscan be partially checked asfollows. Considera hole boundarywith N
segmentsper quadrant. Thenthe summationof nodal force componentsin the y
direction is
_'Fy-- T4PA + 2 t"_"A cos2 _)+ 2 "4_,--_A cos22ta *. . .+2_ 4---_P17A cos2(N-1) A]
= 4P _[l+2(cos2A+ cos2 2A +...+ cos2 (N-l) A]
_Fy T
it follows thatSince A- 2N '
N-1
_-_.Fy=_ - +2 _ cos2i _'i=1
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it can be shownthat
N-1
2 _r N-1cos i - N_-22N 2 i1=1
Therefore, _--_Fy- _-
as required for equilibrium.
6._ :1:45° LAMINATED PLATE
The example problemswith isotroplc material serve to confirm the basic theoretical
approach and to partially validate the computer solution. There remainsonly to
demonstratesatisfactory performance in the intended applications with orthotropic
materlals. The first material selected has material propertiesas follows:
E =E =E, G =1.697528E! u =v =0.735
x y xy yx xy
Note that even though E = E , this material is rather "far" from isotropic, with some
x y
unspecified measure,due to the large value of Poisson_sratio and the fact that E,G, andv
do not satisfy the isotropic relationship. Theseproperties describethe :_-.45° graphlte/
epoxy laminate consideredin [4_.
The first loading is unit tensile tractions in the y-direction, applied as shownin Figure 20
with the finite element modelgiven in Figure21. The traction boundaryconditionsat
the hole boundaryare satisfied, with radial stressof the order 10-6 times the external
loading. Figure 23 showsthe variation of circumferential stressaroundthe hole boundary
for LNSEG_]--[J 1 3J and two different setsof powersof p. Also shown is the exact
!
solution for an infinite platet given by
3. 05786 cos2 8 - 1%=
2. 8809072(cos4 e - cos2 e) + 1
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Figure23. Circumferential Stressat the Open Hole Boundaryfor a ±45°
Laminatewith Unit Uniaxial TensileTraction
which can be deducedfrom [_5, p.175_. The orthotropic hole element resultscontain
the essentlalfeature that the maximumstressconcentration doesnot occur at the
familiar locationof e = 0°. The worstsolutlonshownhasan error in maximumstress
of only 3.8%t and the besten'or isonly 0.7%.
The hole loaded with half-cosine distributed tractions has also been solved; see Figure 22.
The resulting radial stresseson the boundary are essentially identical to the results achieved
in the caseof isotropic material, asshould be. The maximum circumferential stresson
the hole boundary is 1-0= 0.79 at _= 125°, which can be comparedwith the hole element
results for isotropic material of 1"8 = 0.84 at _= 85°. Again, it is seen that the location
of maximumstresshas shifted around the circle from the familiar location.
6.5 PLYWOOD
The next materialselectedhaspropertiesasfollows (seeSection5.5 for notation):
E =E, E =2Et G =0.11667E, v =0.036y x xy xy
Theseproperties describea plywood material for whlch [5 _] contains many results for an
infinite plate. Note that the plywood properties are quite different from the :k45°
laminatlon properties, both in magnitudesand relationshlps. This provldes further checks
on the ability of the hole element to handle different types of orthotropic material.
The typesof loading consideredare unit tensile tractions in the y-direction (Figure 20),
unit compressivetractions in the x-direction with constraint in the y-directlon (Figure 24a),
and uniform unit internal pressureon the hole boundary (Figure 241o). For all cases, the
finite element model is shown in Figure 21; and LNSEGJ=h 1 6J, with powersof
/ /
-5 +1
p from p top .
For the uniaxial tension, there is the usual excellent satisfaction of traction boundary
condition, with 1" of the order 10-6 . Circumferential stressesaround the hole boundaryr
are shownin Figure25. Also shownare the exact resultsfor an infinite plate, given by
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Figure 24. External Loadings
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Figure 25. Circumferential Stressat the Open Hole Boundaryfor Plywood
with Unit Uniaxial TensileTraction
4. 8557 cos2 8- 0.7071
'te = •
-6. 9994 cos4e+ 7. 4994 cos2 (9+ 0.5
which can be deducedfrom E5, p.175]. The general featuresof the variation of stress
are demonstratedby the hole element results. There is an 8% error in maximumstress.
The constrainedcompressionresultssatisfythe hole boundaryconditions•with "t ofr
the order 10"5. Circumferentialstressesaroundthe boundaryare shownin FTgure26.
The exact resultsfor infinite plate are given by
1.1155- 6.5174 sin28
'to=
-13.9989sln48+ 12.9989sln28+ 2
deduced from [5, p.179_]. There is an 18% error in maximumstress.
The internal pressureresultsprovidedboundaryradial stressesof the magnitude-1.00002•
which isagain excellent satisfactionof boundaryconditions. Circumferential stresses
aroundthe boundaryare shownin Figure 27• comparedto infinite plate exact results
given by [5, p.173]
4.8829 - 15.8432 sin2e + 13.9989 sin48
re= 22 + 12.9989 sin 8 - 13.9989 sin4e
The general shapeof the distribution is indicated• but there is a 21% error in the
maximumstress. Also, there isa smallregion where the stressbecomescompression•
which is not to be expected for the internal pressureloading and is not shownby the
exact solution.
6.6 MULTIPLEHOLES
Figure 28 showsa finite elementmodelof a plate containingfive holes. Foreconomy
in modeling• it isdesirable to developthe hole elementstiffnessmatrix only once and
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Figure 27. Circumferential Stressat the Hole Boundary for Plywood
with Unit Internal Pressureon the Boundary
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Figure28. FiniteElementModel fora Platewith
Multiple Holes
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then transformthis matrix as necessaryto representall the hole elements. This is possible
in NASTRAN by usingthe congruencyFeature, and this feature hasbeen checked by
determiningthe solution to Figure 28 with tensionapplied parallel to the rowof holes.
Thematerial is isotropic with Poisson'sratio of 0.3205.
Themaximumstressconcentrationfactor isgiven in _6, p.94] for an intermediate hole in
an infinite row of holes. In order to simulate the infinite row, the displacementsat each
loadedendof the modelwere constrainedto be uniform acrossthe width of the plate.
Thefinite element result for stressconcentration is 2.78, basedon LNSEG] = [_1 1 3J
/ /
+1
and powersof p from p-5 to P . Reference6 gives2.65; there is a .5%difference in
results.
6.7 EFFECTOF VARYING THE HOLESIZE
All the preceding examplesuseda hole element with the ratio of squaredimensionto
hole diameter equal to four, which is the recommendedvalue. However, the computer
code does allow the user to vary this ratio, and this feature of the code was tested.
A problem for which theoretical resultsare available is that of an infinite strip under
unit uniaxial tensile traction with a hole diameter equal to half the plate width. The
finite element model consistsof a hole element which spansthe strip width plus sufficient
linear strain quadrilaterals added symmetrically to achieve a model with length to width
ratio of five. The hole element stiffnessmatrix is basedon LNSEG]=12 2 4J,
+1
with powersof p from p-5 to p . The material is isotroplc, with Poisson'sratio of
0.25.
The maximumstressoccurs on the hole boundaryat e = 0°. Reference 5, page 84,
gives a stressconcentration factor of 4.32. The finite element result is 3.95_ for an
8% difference; this is an excellent result for such a relatively crude model.
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SECTION7
IMPLEMENTINGTHEHOLEELEMENTINTO NASTRAN
The orthotropic hole element hasbeen implementedinto NASTRAN through the dummy
element capability. This capability permits the user to enter his own element sub-
routines for the purposeof generating the stiffness matrix contributions and for the
computation and output of stressesE7, section 6.8.5].
The hole element hasbeen implementedasa DUM7 element. The procedureusedto
implementthe element is as follows.
• Create a subroutineKDUM7 which computesandoutputsto functional
module EMG the element stiffness matrix. Subroutine KDUM7 calls 15
new auxiliary subroutines in performing its task. Table !11gives the
function of each of these subroutines. Subroutine EMGPROwas upclated
to increase the allowable number of words in the element summarytable.
LINK8 was remappedand the overlay structure was modified.
• CreatetwosubroutinesSDUM71andSDUM72to computeandoutput to
functional moduleSDR2the elementstresses.SubroutineSDUM72calls
one new auxiliary subroutine,STRS1S,whichevaluatesthe elementsof
the assumedstressstate. SubroutineSDR2Ewaschangedto call SDUM72
oncefor each line of stressoutput. Thiswasrequiredbecausethis element
producesmanylinesof stressoutput for eachelement in the model. LINK13
wasremapped.
• SubroutineGPTABD wasmodified to increasethe numberof wordsSDR2
passesfrom phase 1 element stressrecovery routines to phase2 routines.
The following subroutineswere changed to increase the allowable number
of data itemson the CDUM7 bulk data card:
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TABLEII I
NEWSUBROUTINESWRITTENFORNASTRAN
NAME FUNCTION
ORTHOL Computesthe orthotropic hole element stiffnessmatrix
SETRUN Sets up dimensionblocks and controls the execution
STRES1 Gives stresses,for shear free hole boundary
BNDWRK Performsexterior boundary integration around a quadrant
BNDTRC Evaluates tractions on outer boundary
RDSTRS Evaluates radial stresson inner hole boundary
-o VOLINT Evaluates the volume integrals in a quadrant
.q
INTGND Formsthe volume integrand
ELAS Evaluates elastic property matrices
VOLSTI Evaluates stresstermsin the volume for shear free hole
INVS Inverts symmetricsquarearray
AMTRX1 Evaluates nodal transformation matrices for total element
EQUIL Checks total element equilibrium
HLCOND Modifies arrays to account for open holes
SQCHK Evaluatesstressesin quadrantof open hole element
IFX4BD IFPDCO IFS2P IFS5P
IFX7BD IFP3B IFS3P IFXDBD
IFP IFS1P IFS4P IFX5BD
LINK1 was remapped.
• The following subroutineswere modified to account for the _ncreased
size of the element connectivity table, ECT:
GPI TAIA TAIETD
GP2 TAIB TAIH
LINK2 was remapped.
Listingsof all new andmodifiedsubroutinesare supplied under separate cover.
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APPENDIXA
NASTRAN INPUT CARDSFOR THEORTHOTROPIC
HOLE ELEMENT
A-1
BULKDATADECK
Input Data Card ADUM7 Hole Element
Description: Defines attributes for the N-node hole element
Formatand Example:
ADUM7 NG NC NP ND __X__
ADUM7 24 29 11 3
Field: Contents
NG Numberof grid pointsconnectedby CDUM7element
(Integer • 64)
NC Number of additional entries on the CDUM7 connection card. All entries which
follow the grid point identification numbersare additional. (Integer -_0)
NP Numberof additionalentrieson the PDUM7propertycard. All entrieswhich follow
the MID entryare additional. (Integer-_ 1)
ND Number of displacement componentsat each grid point usedin generation of
differential stiffness matrix (Always input 3)
Remarks: 1. The value of NC given in the example above is not typical but is consistent
with the CDUM7 and PDUM7 examples. Typically, if additional entries are
presentan the CDUM7 card, they will consist of only the NSEG array (i.e. NC-3).
A-2
BULKDATADECK
Input Data Card CDUM7 Hole ElementConnection
Description: Defines an N-node hole element of the structural model
Formatand Example:
CDUM7 EID PID G1 G2 G3 G4 -etc- GN abc
CDUM7 101 10 12 15 96 97 11 ABC
+bc NSEG1 NSEG2 NSEG3 NINT1 NINT2 NINT3 NIPB NIO def
.BC 1 1 4 2 2 2 5 2 DEF
+el N IPV LP1 LP2 LP3 LP4 LN1 LN2 LN3 ghi
+EF 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 GHI
+hi LN4 ITOTRT IQDTRT ICOND IACHK IELMNT IBNDRT IVOLRT jkl
+HI 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 JKL
+KI IHINVS ISC1 ISC2 ISC3 NLC
+KL 0 1 4 1 4
Field Contents
EID Element identification number(Integer > 0)
PID Identification number of a PDUM7 property card (Integer > 0)
G1 .... GN Grid point identification numbersof connectionpoints
(Integer > 0, G1 _G2 .... _ GN)
A-3
BULK DATA DECK
Input Data Card CDUM7 Hole ElementConnection (Continued)
Field Contents
NSEGI Numberof segmentsonboundaryi (seeFigureA-l, Integers,Defaults
are NSEG1= 1, NSEG2= 1, NSEG3=4)
NINTi Numberof integration intervals per segmentfor boundary i
(Integer, Defaults = 2)
NIPB Numberof Gaussianintegrationpointsper interval forboundary
integration(Integer, Default= 5)
N IO Number of integration intervals per volume octant
(Integer, Default = 2)
NIPV Number of Gaussianintegration points for volume integral
(Integer, Default = 5)
LPi Number of stresstermswith powersof r > - 2. Input for each symmetry
condition where i = 1 is symmetric-symmetric, i = 2 is symmetric-
antisymmetric, i = 3 is antisymmetric-symmetric, and i = 4 is antisymmetric-
antisymmetric. (Integer- 3, Defaults = 3)
LNi Numberof stresstermswith powersof r < -2. Inputrulesarethe sameas
for LPi. (Integer-- 3, Defaults= 3)
ITOTRT if greater thanzero, causesa print of the elementalstiffnessandstress
matrices. (Integer, Default = 0)
IQDTRT if greater than zero, causesa print of intermediate stiffnessand stress
matrices for a quadrant of the element (Integer, Default = 0)
ICOND If greater than zero, causesa static condensationof the element stiffness
and stressmatrices through elimination of the degreesof freedom on a
traction free hole wall (Integer, Default = 0)
IACHK If greater thanzero, causesa printof the transformationmatrixwhich
relatestotal andquadrantdisplacements(Integer, Default = 0)
IELMNT When equal to 0, producestotal elementstiffness and stressmatrices.
If-1, quadrant element matrices are generated, and if +1, half element
matrices are generated. (The only option currently available is 0 )
IBNDRT If greater than zero, prints the boundary work matrix (Integer, Default = 0)
A-4
BULKDATA DECK
Input Data Card CDUM7 Hole ElementConnection (Concluded)
Fie Id Contents
iVOLRT If greater than zero, printsthe volumework matrix (Integer, Default = 0)
IHINVS If greater than zero, prints the identity matrix resulting from the check
of the inversionof the volumework matrix (Integer• Default = 0)
ISCI• If IELMNT is +1 or-1 • symmetryconditions
ISC2• mustbe defined. In the programcode, symmetry
ISC3 conditionsare setwith DO loopssuch as
NLC DO XX I = ISC1, ISC2, ISC3
See the description of LPi for definition of symmetryconditions.
The usershouldchoseISC1, ISC2, ISC3 to implementthe conditions
he wishes. NLC is the numberof timesthe DO loop is executed.
This is for dimensionpurposes. (integer• Defaults: ISC1 = 1• ISC2 = 4•
ISC3 = 1, NLC = 4)
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbersmustbe unique with respectto all
other element identification numbers.
2. Theelementmustbe planar with a squareouter boundaryand a
circular inner boundary. The nodeson the outerboundary, as well
as the inner boundary, mustbe equally spaced.
3. Nodeson the hole wall have only radial degreesof freedom, therefore
tangential restraintsare required. This is necessarybecause in a general
finite element modelthere are six degreesof freedomassociatedwith each
nodeand the stiffnessmatrix will be singular if restraintsare not applied to
thosedegreesof freedomnot included in the element formulation. The
tangential restraintsare imposedonly to eliminate the singularity in the
stiffnessmatrix. The actual tangential displacementsare not zero• and
circumferential strain is developedat the hole boundary.
4. For referencepurposes,the valuesgiven for all additional entrieson the
example input card are default values. If default valuesare acceptable
for all additional entries, they maybe omitted fn0mthe input. If a
variable isgiven a non-default value• all precedingvariables mustbe
defined; all subsequentvariables may be omitted.
A-5
BULKDATADECK
Input Data Card PDUM7 Hole ElementProperty
Description: Defines the propertiesof a N-node hole element.
Referencedby the CDUM7 card.
Formatand Example:
PDUM7 PID MID T DTH THMX NR R1 R2 abc
PDUM7 10 2 .1 10. 359. 4 1. 1.5 ABC
+bc R3 -etc- RN PRT1 PRT2 PRT3
+BC 2.0 3.5 0 0 0
Field: Contents
PID Property identification number(integer > 0)
MID Material identification number(integer > O)
T Thickness(Real)
DTH,THMX, Defines stressoutput locations. Stresseswill be computedand printed
NR,Ri for the NR radii defined by R1,R2.,... ,RN and at anglesbeginningat
0° and incrementedby DTH, up to a maximumangle of THMX
(See Figure A-2). DTH, THMX, and RI are real, NR is integer ---20.
Defaults: DTH = 10°, THM× = 359.999, NR = 4, RI equally spaced
from hole wall to elementboundary. Note: Ri are normalized to a
unit radius.
PRT1 If greater thanzero, causesa print of the total element stressmatrices
(Integer)
PRT2 If greater than zero, causesa print of displacementsin the element
local coordinate system(Integer)
PRT3 If greater than zero, causesa print of the stresscoefficients associated
with elemental nodal displacements(Integer)
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Remarks: 1. All PDUM7cards must have unique identification numbers.
2. Stressoutput for this element (see Figure A-3) may be interpreted
as follows:
Field $1 - The radius, r, at which stressesare computed.
Field $2 - The angle, 0, at which the stressesin fields
$3, $4, and $5 are computed.
Field $3 - 7"r
Field $4 -
Field $5- 7"r0
Field $6 - The angle,e, at which the stressesin fields
$7, S8t and $9 are computed
Field $7- 7"r
Field $8 - "re
Field $9- fro
Note that each line of output has stressvalues for two
values of 0.
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Figure A-2. Definition of StressOutput Locations
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Figure A-3. Sample NASTRAN StressOutput for the CDUM7 Element _
APPENDIXB
INTERPRETATION OFOUTPUT
Figure B-1 gives an example of the output which permitsthe userto confirm that the
hole element input wascorrect. Numberof segmentsper side showsthe entries in array
[.NSEG_ , and numberof"intervalsper segmentshowsthe entries in array LNINT_J.
Numberof termswith powersof R> -2 (R<-2) gives the valuesof I1, I2, I3, and I4
(J1, J2, J3, and J4) in Equation(63). Foreach symmetrycondition, numberof stress
coefficients gives the correct numberbasedon the minimumnumberof harmonicsnecessary
to eliminate spuriousrigid body motions;thesenumbersare determinedby the program
basedon input of NSEG3 andvaluesof [ and J in Equation(63).
The material propertiesare describedfirst by the valuesof Ex, Ey, _xy' andGxy. The
numberof elastic constants,NEC, displaysihe numberof independentconstants;NEC=2
denotesan isotropicmaterial. ConstantsC1, C2, C3, andC4 are the coefficients defined
by Equation(39); andCBARdenotesthe C defined in Equation(51).
Theelementgeometryisdescribedby the valueof the holeradius, the L/Rvalue
(seeFigure17), andtheplate thickness.
The quantities [SC1, 1SC2, and ISC3 are usedby the programto determine the symmetry
conditionsinvolved in the derivation of the hole element stiffnessmatrix; NLC denotes
the numberof load conditionsused. In the presentform of the program,which incorporates
only the total element, ISC1, 1SC2, 1SC3, and NLC musthave their default values
of 1, 4, 1, and4 respectively.
NBMAX is simply the largestelement in the array of stresscoefficients. MXLPN1 denotes
the largest numberof powers of p for all symmetryconditions; this is the maximum I J1 in
Equation (120). The values NBMAX and MXLPN1 are usedfor DIMENSION purposesin
the program.
The displacementdegreesof freedom are denotedasfollows:
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Figure B-1. ProgramOutput Concerning the Hole Element
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NQDOF = numberof degreesof freedomfor the quadrant element
NQHDOF = numberof degreesof freedomon the hole boundaryof
the quadrant
NQEDOF = numberof degreesof freedomon the outer boundaries
of the quadrant
NTDOF = numberof degreesof freedomfor the total element
When executing a NASTRAN solution, there isa certain amountof computercore
available for theorthotropichole element code. if the available space is sufficient,
the value of JMAX will give the numberof memorylocationsnecessaryto provide for
all the arraysusedin the hole program. If the available space is not sufficient, a
messagewill appearwhich gives the minimumnumberof additional storage locations
which mustbe madeavailable throughthe NASTRAN HICORE specification (it is
recommendedthat thisminimumnumberbe increasedby at least 2000 to supplya margin
of safety); in this case, programexecution is terminated.
The remaining information shownin Figure B-1 consistsof the numberof Gaussian
integration pointsper interval Forthe boundary integration(NIPB), numberof integration
intervals per volumeoctant (NIO), andnumberof integrationpointsper interval for the
volume integration (NIPV).
FigureB-2 gives a typical final equilibrium check for the stiffnessmatrix of the total
orthotroplc hole element. The values have beennormalizedwith respectto the diagonal
element in each columnof the stiffnessmatrix.
FiguresB-1 and B-2 give the minimumhole elementoutput currentlyfurnishedto the user.
However, muchother output canbe obtained if desiredby exercising the WRITEoptions
discussedin the descriptionof the CDUM7 data card. Theseoptionsare further described
as foIlows:
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ITOTRT> 0 will print the total stiffnessmatrix [K] in Equation(111)
and the total stressmatricesR[SJ_, with _ J_]givenin
Equation(115);
IQDTRT• 0 will print the quadrantstiffnessmatrices[KQJ_] in
Equation(100)and the quadrantstressmatricesR[BQJ_,
with [_BQJ_]given in Equation(94);
ICOND • 0 will result in transformedstiffnessandstressmatricesfor
quadrantelementswith traction free hole boundaries;output
will consistof intermediatestepsin the transformation,the
final modifiedstressandstiffnessmatrices, andstresseson
the hole boundarydue to unit valuesof the nodaldisplace-
mentson theouter boundariesof the element.
IACHK• 0 will print the arrays[Aj _Iin Equation(109);
IBNDRT• 0 will print the boundarywork arraysEGj "1in Equation(93);
IVOLRT• 0 will print the volumeworkarraysCHJ] in Equation(92);
IHINVS• 0 will print the productsEHJ] _ 1-1 and providesomecheck
on the accuracyof the inverseof [HJ].
This completes the description of the output which isassociated with the development of
the hole element stiffness and stressmatrices. Final output, consisting of stresscoefficients
and values of stresscomponentsat specified locations, is discussedin the description of
the PDUM7data card.
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